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Womanizer ‚Premium eco‘

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

The world‘s first eco-friendly and biodegradable Pleasure Air Toy

The corona situation in
Europe varies from country
to country, both in terms
of the number of infections
and the measures that are
taken to combat the virus.
Still, the end of the crisis
seems to be in sight, which
begs the question: What will
the time after corona look
like? After all, our market
benefitted during the past
months as lockdowns, social distancing, etc. created
heightened demand for sex
toys. But will sales numbers
remain on this level or will
the market revert to the volume we’ve seen before the
crisis? Maybe COVID has
been like a big bang, ushering in a new age where
sex toys are sold on a mass
market scale without any
stigmatisation. Or maybe
consumers will decide to
spend their money on activities again that they couldn’t
indulge in during the pandemic. Either scenario could
come to pass. But whatever
happens, it certainly seems
like there are exciting times
ahead.

Berlin, Germany - Ahead of this year’s ‘Earth Day’ on 22 April, Womanizer has launched a
sustainable world first: Premium eco. The first biodegradable and recyclable Pleasure Air toy.

A

bout seven years ago, Womanizer revolutionized the sexual wellness industry for the first time by developing the first
product that stimulates the sensitive nerve
endings of the clitoris contactless with
gentle air waves. With the development
of the patented and innovative “Pleasure
Air Technology”, the brand has created a
completely new category.
With Premium eco, Womanizer is now positioning itself
more sustainably. Premium
eco is available from 22 April
2021 and costs EUR 189.
Premium eco is inspired by
the best-selling Womanizer
Premium. Instead of ABS,
however, the product is
made of Biolene – a bioplastic made from
70 percent of natural materials (mainly corn
starch), making it biodegradable and recyclable. Premium eco also features a replaceable and rechargeable battery, which
extends the product’s runtime. Thanks to
the modular design, the toy is also easy to

take apart compared to other products.
Thus, those who need to part with the
product can dispose of the individual parts
according to the applicable guidelines.
Furthermore, the packaging is 100% plastic-free and is made of FSC paper, which
can also be recycled. In addition, Premium
eco also comes with a shortened charging
cable, a protective bag made
of 100% organic cotton and
a brief instruction manual.
With every purchase of the
Premium eco, Womanizer
also plants a tree and works
with One Tree Planted to do
so. Of course, Premium eco
also comes with the patented Pleasure Air technology,
promising a new kind of stimulation and an
extraordinary orgasm. Premium eco has
12 intensity levels and is equipped with
the Smart Silence function so the product
doesn’t start stimulation until it makes
contact with the skin. Until then it’s in
standby mode.

eroFame 2021
Hanover, Germany - After thorough
deliberations, the organizers and the
trade fair advisory board have decided
to open the eroFame on three days again
this year. Thus, the fair will take place

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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from November 3 to 5 in Hall 27.
On Wednesday and Thursday, the
fair will open at 10 am and close at 8
pm. Friday it starts at 10 am and ends
at 1 pm.
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Now at ST RUBBER: Two new products from Durex
Condoms & a lube
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER now offers two new and innovative items from the Durex brand. These include the
condoms DUREX naturals (pack of 10).

T

he condoms made of natural rubber latex
are made from 98% natural ingredients,
They have a smooth, anatomical fit with
reservoir and a water-based lubricating gel
coating. The DUREX naturals lubricating gel
Extra Moisturizing (100ml) is also new. The gel
is based on water, consists of 100% natural
ingredients, is fat-free as well as colorless
and odorless, does not stick and contains the
RCC_TradeAd_EAN_Mag_HalfPage_BlueMax_Final.pdf
1
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prebiotic Biolin to maintain intimate
balance. Both products convince
with the usual first-class Durex quality and with contemporary design. If
you have any further questions, ST
RUBBER’s customer service will be
happy to help under the telephone number:
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com

N E W S

JOYDIVISION.de now

also in Polish language
Growing internationalisation
Hanover, Germany - The international hits on the JOYDIVISION international AG website are
literally exploding and are an incentive for the company to constantly expand the content in
other national languages.

I

n addition to English, Spanish, French
and Italian, JOYDIVISION.de now also
appears in Polish. The Russian language
version is currently being developed and
will follow shortly. JOYDIVISION international AG has succeeded in making the
website feel good to international users as
well. Intuitive, emotional and addressed in
their own national languages, users find
their way around JOYDIVISION.de. The
entire layout is modern and is supported
by an appealing visual language. With a
clear design, the homepage scores with
its unique charm and sets a highlight

with its relaxed layout. Care has been
taken to ensure that the handling of the
site is user-friendly and that the internet
presence is based on a holistic international strategy. Retailers also benefit from
the BusinessLounge. This area, which is
always kept up to date, has an extensive
download area with image material, catalogues, videos, web banners and product
data sheets. The marketing material for
top sellers such as AQUAglide, BIOglide,
Soft-Tampons and many more can always
be downloaded here in an up-to-date and
easy way.

Kheper Games launches new ‘Drink if…’ game
Seattle, USA - ‘Drink if…’ is a drinking
game for 3-20 players that has extremely
easy game rules to follow. Roll a die, say
‘Drink if…’ and then read the item next
to the number you rolled. For example,
‘Drink if a friend’s mom has ever called
you looking for her kid.’ Or ‘Drink if banjo
music makes you think of incest.’ Then
any player who would say yes, does so
by taking a drink. You’ll never run out of
fun things to drink to with 1200 reasons
to drink (200 cards). The game can be
played easily at any type of party, or
happy hour, because people can exit
08

and reenter the game at any time. It also
works as an ice breaker around people
you don’t know very well, or even over
a video call. “As people are able to start
having more social events, we felt it was
very important to come out with another
extremely flexible party game.” explains
CEO Brian Pellham. “Rules need to be
easy to follow, as they are with all our
games. This game also has our unique
humor as well so things can get dirty and
hilarious very often. It can even be played
with two players, but we recommend at
least three.”
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Remember September!
SHOTS plans in-house trade show in September

Fillable

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - During the
period from the 8th to the 17th of September 2021,
SHOTS is planning on organizing a physical inFlexible

0538400

house trade show in the Netherlands.

T

his, of course,
only if they can
guarantee a 100%
safe environment for
all participants.“Hopefully, by this date, we
will be able to welcome all clients from every
part of the world. Also, if necessary, we will
organize online sales talks for those who are
unable to travel,” the company says. “We have
missed traveling and we have missed you, our
esteemed clients from all over the world! For
this reason, we have blocked these dates in
our agendas, and we urge you to do the same!!
SHOTS is always on the move, even when not
physically possible, and we already have some
mega offers and trade discounts lined up for
you!” If by that time it’s possible for them to hold
a physical event, they are thinking of a 1, 2 or
even 3-day event. During the show they will be
able to introduce visitors and guests to their own
new brand releases, as well as those of their
partner-brands. They also would like to take visitors on a tour through the SHOTS and PHARMQUESTS offices and hopefully even throw a
SHOTS PARTY. “This September time slot will
allow you all to stock up in time for the festive
Christmas period and profit from our extra fair
discounts to pump up your sales margins even
more! Register now with your account manager
and make sure to mark these dates on your
calendar now!” the company enthuses.

Lots of
Squirting Fun!

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
2103-113
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Soft Touch
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Nasstoys announces exclusive

UK partnership with ABS Holdings
Taking another step in global expansion
Ringwood, England - Nasstoys is proud to announce their partnership with UK-based
erotic wholesaler ABS Holdings, making them the exclusive distributor of Nasstoys
products in the UK.

N

asstoys and ABS have teamed up to
bring a wide selection of Nasstoys’
newest products and top-selling items to
the UK retail market. Nasstoys partnership with ABS is a continued effort
to globally expand the brand. With
ABS Holdings’ broad customer base
and strong customer relationships, the
Nasstoys exclusive gives both companies
a competitive advantage. “We are very
excited to partner with ABS Holdings and
their amazing team. We have been very
impressed with the growth of ABS, and it
seemed like a perfect time to partner with
them exclusively to bring Nasstoys to the
UK. I want to thank Justin for his outstanding effort in getting this deal done.
Nasstoys is looking forward to a long working relationship with ABS and expansion
in the UK market,” said Elliot Schwartz,
Nasstoys President. ABS Holdings will
be offering their valued customers some

of Nasstoys’ newest and top-selling
products from a wide range of collections,
including Maxx Men, Real Cocks, All
American Whoppers, and Commander,
along with a large selection of Nasstoys
creams and Anal-ese.
“ABS is pleased to partner with such an
incredible company as Nasstoys, and the
select few brands that we are exclusive
with us in the UK we know will be a big hit
with our customers. Elliot and his team’s
commitment to the industry is unparalleled with any other company, and we are
excited to be working with them. The partnership with ABS Holdings and Nasstoys
will be another step for us to provide our
customers with quality items to offer their
customers.” said Justin Vickers, Head of
Global Trade Sales. For more information
or to place a Nasstoys order, visit ABS’s
website at www.absholdings.com and
follow them on Twitter @absholdings.

PRIVATE star Romy Indy arrives at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is
thrilled to announce the newest addition
to the PRIVATE Girls collection: Romy
Indy. This remarkable beauty is bursting
with naughty passion and is a petite
package of sexy perfection. Every
PRIVATE tube features a realistic interior
10

texture, and tight orifice; delivering mindblowing stimulation. Made of premium
materials and adhering to the highest
quality standard, the PRIVATE Girls
masturbators are a durable, body-safe,
and thrilling choice in masturbation
pleasure.
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SPOT-ON

STIMULATION!

2Seduce by Cobeco
The luxurious collection for women

10

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - The 2Seduce collection by Cobeco Pharma enhances
the confidence of women.

B

Vibrator with

2 silicone

attachments

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
2103-117
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low
everyone
away with this
new sexual
energy and you
will be your
ultimate sexy and seductive self. This luxurious
collection includes three premium products
to make all your desires come true. These
products will make you want to seduce and
see how others want to seduce you too.The
2Seduce Sensual Cream adds extra intensity
to the sensual pleasure and the climax, thanks
to the tingling and warm feeling on the clitoris.
This cream is based on natural ingredients
and rich oils that nourish and intensify touches
on the skin, bringing you to an unforgettable
climax. The intensified sensation will make you
desire more. The 2Seduce Tightening Gel with
nourishing ingredients takes care of the skin
of the vagina and helps to tighten and firm the
skin with regular use. This way, the 2Seduce
Tightening Gel provides you the enhanced
confidence without the worry about the look of
your vagina. You will feel sexy and experience
more sexual pleasure.The 2Seduce Anal Relax
Gel is a gel with a light cooling effect that provides ultimate relaxation and comfort during
anal intercourse. The gel contains nourishing
ingredients and has a thick and gliding texture.
The comfort and relaxation that 2Seduce Anal
Relax Gel provides, improves your anal pleasure to a new sensational level.

Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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fair for the erotic industry
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• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• International and
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• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels

• Catering service for
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XR Brands introduces ‚E-Stim Pro‘ series of
advanced E-stim toys from Zeus Electrosex
Unique devices offer intense zapping sensation without a power box, wires, or electrodes
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is now shipping the E-Stim Pro series of advanced
electrostimulation toys with LCD light-up remote controls from the top-selling Zeus Electrosex brand.

E

-Stim Pro products are designed to
offer a stronger, more intense zapping-style electroshock without the need
for a power box, wires, or electrodes and
transform the e-stim experience with convenient power in compact shapes. Each
E-Stim Pro product features a wireless
LCD controller with a large easy-to-read
display that lights up in the dark, allowing
users to see exactly which vibration and
e-stim intensity is currently active – perfect
for finding the ideal combination of vibes
and shocks to elevate pleasure to its peak!
The E-Stim Pro series features five exciting
products. Silicone Vibrating Anal Plug - a
traditionally shaped silicone anal plug with
an electrifying secret: 5 vibration functions and 5 electric stimulation functions.
Silicone Cock Ring Vibe - a meaty silicone
ring is designed to enhance erections and

deliver a tantalizing shock with each thrust.
It features five vibration functions and five
shocking functions, which can be enjoyed
simultaneously or independently. Silicone
Prostate Vibe - shaped for precise prostate
stimulation and full-body perineum vibes
with dual motors that provide five vibration functions while the hidden electrodes
shock with five different functions. Silicone
Vibrating Egg - a classic egg-style vibe
with intense sensations inside and out,
featuring three shocking intensities and
two shocking patterns, plus three vibration speeds and two vibration patterns.
5X Vibrating Dildo - a silicone dong with
a classic phallic shape accentuated with
stimulating ridges that features three
shocking intensities and two shocking
patterns, as well as three vibration speeds
and two vibration patterns.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Experience
the intimate delight and naughty joy of
Happiness by TOYJOY. These colourful,
non-intimidating vibes may look cute
and innocent, but they pack a whole lot
of mind-blowing power and stimulation!
Happiness is designed to make every pleasurable-seeker blissfully happy. Happiness
by TOYJOY adds two new XL designs to
the collection: Stairway to Heaven XL Vibe

and You Feel My Love XL Vibe - now ready
to order. Each silhouette has its unique
skills and thrills, yet all share a premium
quality standard and modern aesthetics.
These USB-rechargeable beauties offer 4
modes of pulsation and 3 vibration speeds,
which can be easily adjusted via a onetouch-button control. The Happiness vibes
are also splashproof and made of premium
silicone for a soft, luxurious touch.

Happiness by TOYJOY: Introducing 2 new designs

14
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Change of management and

restructuring at ORION Wholesale
Sven Jacobsen retires

Flensburg, Germany - Sven Jacobsen is retiring after being the ORION Wholesale
Manager for 30 years.

T

his is how the company is reacting
to the changes in the erotic market
in the last couple of years. In order to
meet the increased and more complex
requirements, there will also be further
restructuring at ORION Wholesale. Maike
Rotermund, Managing Director of the
ORION group, wants to set new impulses
in the company and the industry with the
modified company structure. This is also
one of Hans-Jürgen Bähr’s goals as well.
Hans-Jürgen Bähr is very familiar with
ORION and the industry: next year the
qualified business economist will have
been part of the ORION team for 25 years.
He has been the Purchasing Manager
for 20 of those years. Now he is looking
forward to a new professional challenge.
“It was time to bridge the gap between our
Purchasing Department and Wholesale
Department,” said Hans-Jürgen Bähr.
“This is the only way that a holistic product

management is possible for us in the long
term – from the creation of ideas and the
product development right up to marketing
and sales”. In this context, Hans-Jürgen
Bähr emphasises the digitalisation of sales
as a major task and opportunity for the
future – in order to permanently improve
the service for the customers and also to
conquer new markets and be more broadly positioned internationally. Mark Boderius
will now become ‚Head of Purchase and
Product Development‘ in the Purchasing
Department. The former Product Manager
therefore takes over the management of
the product development and creative
department, as well as the disposition.
Hauke Christiansen will become ‚Head of
Wholesale Operations‘ and Björn Radcke
will become ‚Head of Sales & Marketing
B2B‘ on the Wholesale side. Both of them
will also continue their previous jobs as
Senior Key Account Managers.

TENGA awarded highest award by Red Dot Award
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd. has
been awarded the Red Dot: Best of the
Best [2021] for their product series TENGA GEO in the Red Dot Product Design
Awards. The TENGA GEO is the first ever
sex toy to receive this accolade in the
Red Dot Design Awards’ 65 year history.
42

The brand also received Red Dot awards
for their TENGA CUP and TENGA AERO
series.The TENGA GEO is a series of
reusable masturbation items that can be
inverted before use to turn their outward
designs into the interior details that provide stimulation during use.
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More sex please, we’re on a health kick
RCC Wholesale
Belfast, Northern Ireland - It’s official – sex is great! Of course, you knew that, but did you know
that multiple clinical studies prove that regular sex improves health for adults of every age.

I

t’s why RCC Wholesale has created an
entire range of daily sexual health supplements that help keep everyone happy
in the bedroom and healthy in life. Good
mental health: Particularly pertinent right
now is sex’s ability to stave off stress and
depression. Vigorous lovemaking is a form
of aerobic exercise so it releases feel-good
endorphins and the ‘happy hormone’ serotonin, which makes it easier to handle the
‘corona-coaster’ we’re all on these days.
Young at heart: Regular sex helps prevent
heart disease and stroke. It raises the pulse
and so helps to improve heart health; two
independent studies have shown that it
lowers blood pressure. The raised heart rate
sends more blood around the body, feeding
the skin with oxygen and nutrients, and
resulting in a youthful glow. Love magic:
We even become more attractive when we
have lots of sex because our bodies pro-

duce more pheromones. Another virtuous
circle is regular sex’s ability to improve
fertility. It improves semen health and helps
regulate periods and hormones, increasing
a couple’s chances of conceiving. Wellbeing: The list of health benefits goes on…
improved immunity against colds and flu,
better ability to fight disease, cure for insomnia…. the point is, regular lovemaking is
an incredibly powerful way to improve overall wellbeing, and RCC Wholesale’s daily
supplements help make it happen. Quality:
The supplements are made with clinical
strength natural ingredients and developed
and produced at a certified UK manufacturing facility. Every purchase is backed by
RCC Wholesale’s Money Back Guarantee.
The RCC Wholesale daily range includes
GoldMAX Daily Blue, GoldMAX Daily Pink,
SIREN (a vegan supplement), Testosterone
Support and Hard Man Daily.

S8 Water based Pride Glide Lubricant
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Now
available at SCALA and ready to order
in time for Pride-Season: the S8 Pride
Glide. The S8 Pride Glide 125ml is an
extra-thick, long-lasting water-based lubricant. The quality formula is developed
to ensure the softest touch, whilst being
gentle on the skin and intimate membranes.The premium S8 Pride Glide, now
44

fully in stock at SCALA, is completely
paraben-free, phthalate-free, gluten-free,
sulphate-free, plus contains no added
colours or harsh preservatives for an
irresistible ‘natural’ appeal. With medical-grade approval, the S8 Water based
Pride Glide Lubricant also adheres to all
current EU-regulations regarding intimate
care products..
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Pipedream shipping PDX Plus

‚Perfect Pussy, Ass & Torsos‘

New collection offers retailers ‚all-Inclusive‘ skin tones and improved formula
West Hills, USA - Pipedream Products is now shipping the PDX Plus collection of ultra- realistic male masturbators from their European Distribution warehouse. In this assortment,
Pipedream debuts its new range of skin tones.

T

his launch solidifies Pipedream’s approach and renewed company commitment to inclusivity. Retailers will be able to
merchandise their masturbator section with
a more diverse color selection. With six new
models, including the ‘Perfect Pussy Strokers,’ ‘Perfect Ass Masturbator,’ ‘Perfect
DD’s Masturbator,’ and ‘Perfect 10 Torso’
to choose from, the collection is geared
towards guys who love pussy perfection in
every shape, size, and color! Each ‘Perfect
Pussy’ celebrates the female anatomy’s
diversity and highlights the beauty and
individuality of each model’s lovely labia. No
two pussies look the same on the outside,
and no two pussies feel the same on the
inside, thanks to their intricately designed,
unique textured tunnels. For customers
looking for even more realism, PDX Plus
has two new dual-entry, table-top, flat-bottomed masturbators available with their

‘Perfect Ass Masturbator’ and ‘Perfect DD’s
Masturbator.’ With big, round bubble-butt
cheeks and perfectly placed thumb grips
on her back, the ‘Perfect Ass’ gives users
two welcoming love tunnels along with a
jiggly, round rump to smack, slap, and fap!
The ‘Perfect DD’s Masturbator’ features a
perfect pair of big, squishy, squeezable DDbreasts–PLUS a warm, welcoming pussy
and tight asshole! For the ultimate full-size
realism and most lifelike experience, the
10.5 pound ‘Perfect 10 Torso’ is the Holy
Trifecta: Tits, Ass, and of course Perfect
Pussy all together in a full-figure fuck friend!
This impressive 3D torso is a scaled down
version of Pipedream’s best-selling RD177
Fuck Me Silly Mega Fuck Slut. Made from
Pipedream’s proprietary blend of super-soft
TPE, the new and improved formula looks
as good as it feels and is available in three
new colors: Light, Tan, and Brown.

TENGA AERO
Tokyo, Japan - Pleasure Item brand TENGA announces an addition to its reusable
product line-up: The TENGA AERO.
Featuring the Aero Dial, an innovative
dial-operated suction control, the TENGA
AERO allows the user to manually adjust
the vacuum suction and tightness for a
customisable suction experience. The
52

TENGA AERO is available in two unique
models, both offering different material
hardness and internal details: Silver Ring
and Cobalt Ring. The product is fully washable and includes a case that doubles
as a hygienic drying stand. Available in
Europe from April 2021. €70 RRP (each
sold separately).
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Menstrual Cups by Mae B:

Premium female hygiene
Available at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New at SCALA: Menstrual Cups by Mae B. These female intimate care essentials are unique in the
SCALA assortment, offering consumers a custom solution that matches their active lifestyle.

S

Menstrual Cups. The Menstrual Cups
by Mae B are the comfortable, safe
and reusable alternative during the
period. The cups are designed to
catch and collect the period fluid and
are an eco-friendly alternative for the
tampon. Experience comfort day and
night! The Cups are available in two
different sizes.

CALA’s female wellness selection is
continuously expanding due to the
growing consumer demand for this product
category. With PH-balanced lubricants, female
shaving creams and more, taking care of your
intimate health is becoming a real selling-point
in our industry. High-end brand Mae B saw
this trend and developed a new product to
for the feminine care trend: premium silicone
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XR Brands starts ‘Masked

Mayhem Retail Road Tour’ in the USA
Ortiz & Kristin Moore bring retailers safer in-person trainings & innovative products

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is thrilled to announce that, after a year of online-only trainings, Brand Ambassador and sex educator Josh Ortiz, along with Kristin Moore of
Channel 1 Releasing, are embarking on the Masked Mayhem Retail Road Tour.

T

he pair is bringing safe, in-person
trainings to retailers all over the
country and helping staff get back into
the swing of in-store sales and promotion
of XR Brand’s award-winning product
lines. After an unprecedented year that
was difficult for the entire industry, XR
Brands is excited to reconnect with retail
partners on a physical level after a virtual
year. Among the company’s goals with
this road tour is to help retail partners
rebuild their brands and establish a sense
of industry normalcy while getting to see,
feel, and learn about the many product innovations that have emerged over the last
year. Retailers can feel confident about
these Masked Mayhem Retail Road Tour
trainings, as Josh and Kristin have both
been fully vaccinated against COVID-19

Josh Ortiz, Brand
Ambassador and Sex
Educator XR Brands

and will both be masked at all times.
Every associate attending the training is
required to remain masked, and hand
sanitizer will be distributed to associates
before training begins. Any product that
is handled by associates will be sterilized
with alcohol between every training. “ The
Masked Mayhem Retail Road Tour with
Josh Ortiz and Kristin Moore started April
5 and kicked off with trainings for the TAF
Adam & Eve enterprise throughout Idaho,
Wyoming, Nebraska and Denver. In
addition to trainings, XR Brands is willing
to be present for in-store customer events
and open to the public for ladies’ nights,
workshops, sex ed classes, and more.
The company is also willing to sponsor
events, whether in person or virtual, held
by retail partners. 			

‘Cheeky Love’ in bright blue
Axel, The Netherlands - Tonga’s Dream
Toys range ‘Cheeky Love’ contains lots of
anal toys. Most are black, some are pink
or purple, and a few plugs are deep dark
blue. Now the collection also includes two
bright blue toys.One is a vibrating anal plug
that is 12 cm tall with a tapered shape and
a flexible neck on a solid anchor shaped
base. The other one is 18 cm long with a
flexible beaded shaft, a tapered tip and a
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sturdy anchor shaped base as well. The
beads of this vibrating toy increase in size
towards the bottom. Both blue Cheeky
Love toys come with a wireless remote
control to easily operate the 9 vibrations
with a single button. Both are IPX7 waterproof and made of silicone and ABS.
The toys are rechargeable with a magnetic
USB-cable. The remotes contain a battery
and have a 10 meter reach.
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Sportsheets promotes Sylvia Lopez

to Customer Experience Manager
Customer service is the key

Cerritos, USA- Sportsheets has promoted Sylvia Lopez to customer experience manager.
A Sportsheets veteran of 10+ years, Lopez is focused on her primary objective: ensuring all
customer needs are met by the service team.

A

s an integral member of the company’s
overall sales efforts, Lopez will continue to manage select customer accounts.
“Watching Sylvia become such a vital part
of the Sportsheets team over the last 12
years is truly rewarding,” said Sportsheets
CEO Julie Stewart. “We wanted to create
a position where Sylvia could continue to
excel -- and with her remarkable passion
for helping our customers succeed, the
role of a customer experience manager
seemed like a perfect fit.” Lopez began
her industry career in 2009 as a Sportsheets receptionist and quickly rose to

Sylvia Lopez,
Sportsheets‘ Customer
Experience Manager

the position of one of the company’s top
sales representatives. After rebuilding the
customer service team earlier this year,
Lopez is energized and welcomes her new
position with open arms. “I am very excited
about my new role as customer experience
manager,” Lopez said. “The position allows
me to continue to forge stronger connections with Sportsheets customers in order
to fulfill their specific needs. In addition, I’m
thrilled to manage a talented, hungry new
team and look forward to sharing with them
the essentials of impeccable customer
service and relationship building.

New mini vibrators ‚Cuties‘

in an extremely sweet design

Flensburg, Germany - Five new ‘Cuties’
from You2Toys are now available at
ORION Wholesale. The elegant, pastel-coloured mini vibrators are wonderfully
small, as light as a feather and have a
soft surface with various stimulating and
grooved textures. The extremely sweet,
silicone mini vibrators are the perfect
vibrators for beginners and are great as a
discreet sex toy in a handbag or under a
pillow. The elegant design and the gentle
pastel colours will make women’s hearts
race. The powerful motors will also drive
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people wild as well because the 7 vibration modes pleasure the sensitive body
parts in an arousing way. The passionate
mini vibrators are also waterproof which
means that they can be used in the bath
or the shower. They can be recharged
with the included USB cable. All the
‘Cuties’ from You2Toys are delivered in
very soft, pastel-coloured packaging with
a description of the product in various
languages on it as well. The packaging
can also be stood up or hung up with the
hanger in the middle.
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Tonga is offering

new Glamour Glass toys
Made of Borosilicate glass
Axel, The Netherlands - Mesmerizing soap bubble colours, smooth shiny looks and that special feel that glass provides plus the possibilities for temperature play, it all comes together
in the new Glamour Glass toys from Dream Toys.

O

ne of the 4 toys in this range created
by Tonga is a ribbed dildo with a clever
angled design to easily reach the G-spot
or P-spot. It has nubs on the shaft for extra
stimulation. This dildo has a pull ring at the
base for easy handling. The second toy
from Glamour Glass is an anal dildo with
two useable ends. One end has a conical
shape and a tapered tip for easy insertion.
The other end has ridges forming 5 beads
that increase in size.There are two exciting
wands in this collection. Sleek and curved,
with a design that is excellent for precision
stimulation. The wands have the same
shape but different sizes: The small one is
17 cm long and the bigger wand measures

21 cm. Both have ball shaped ends that are
perfect to reach the G-spot and for a variation of pressure and sensations. Each of the
Glamour Glass toys is made of Borosilicate
glass which is very strong, non-porous,
hygienic and safe for the body. Glass is
great for temperature play. Storing them in
the fridge or putting them in hot water for a
while makes them tingling cold or excitingly
warm. Borosilicate glass is also called Hard
Glass. It is made of silica and boron trioxide
and much more resistant to thermal shock
than common glass. Not only is borosilicate glass stronger, it is lighter than common
glass too. This makes it very suitable for lots
of products. 			

Pipedream’s PDX Plus

collection is now available at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - This set of
strokers and masturbators is Pipedream’s best, most realistic collection yet!
Made from their award-winning Fanta
Flesh, the ultra-premium formula mimics
the look and feel of natural skin for
incredible realism and explosive climaxes. The Perfect 10 Torso doesn’t just
look incredible, it feels so realistic that
users might actually forget what theyare
fucking. From her beautiful back-swell to
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the intricate finishing on her holey hole,
every detail has been carefully crafted to
give users the ultimate life-like experience! The Perfect DD’s Masturbator and
the Perfect Ass Masturbator are perfect
for squeezing and massaging, and both
items feature two tight holes that are
lined with pleasure nubs. The Perfect
Pussy Strokers feel just as good as they
look! These ultra-realistic supple pocket
pussies are lifelike and compact as well.
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ORION Wholesale is expanding
the ‚Black Velvets‘ collection
Anal Toys
Flensburg, Germany - The ‘Anal Twist Plug’ has now been added to ORION Wholesale’s
extensive ‘Black Velvets’ assortment.

T

he ‘Anal Twist Plug’ has been developed exclusively by the ORION
product managers and an inventor. The
plug is made out of skin-friendly silicone
and has a curved, beaded shaft. It pleasures the anus with 5 rotation modes that
are controlled via the battery-powered remote control on a wire, while the practical
suction cup means that it sticks securely
to smooth surfaces. These are the other
new items from Black Velvets: The ‘Anal
Kit’ contains four high-quality sex toys
in one box – an anal douche and three
versatile plugs for anal pleasure. The anal
douche is perfect for cleaning a person in
preparation for anal fun and the three butt
plugs are perfect for stretching the anus
because they come in three different sizes.

Each plug has a decorative gem on the
base which makes them exciting eyecatchers. The ‘Anal Thruster’ is perfect for
hot backdoor fun, thanks to its vibrations
and thrust function. The vibrating head is
pleasant and round which makes it perfect
for stimulating the anal area directly. The 7
vibration modes and 3 thrust speeds can
be controlled separately and this means
that they can be combined in an extremely
exciting way. The modes and speeds can
be easily controlled via the remote control
as well. The Anal Thruster can be stuck to
any smooth surface because it has a suction cup. The ‘Silicone Cock and Ball Loop’
is a very stretchy, soft cock/ball ring that
can be worn in various ways for a secure
and comfortable fit. 		

pjur at China Adult-Care Expo
Shanghai, China - At this year’s China
Adult-Care Expo (ADC), which took place
from April 16-18, 2021 in the ShanghaiMart Exhibition Hall, pjur was represented with its own stand. With this appearance, pjur was underlining its claim
to supply customers in the Asia-Pacific
market with excellent customer service
and products that have been specially
developed for this market “We are very
proud that we can welcome customers
at a trade fair again. pjur’s enhancement
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products have developed very well on
the Chinese market. In addition to the
pjur top sellers, we will also show pjur
ORIGINAL, pjur med REPAIR and pjur
med NATURAL”, says Alexander Giebel,
CEO & founder of the pjur group. Safety
was also a top priority at this trade fair:
trade fair visitors had to register online
in advance and follow the safety measures on site. In addition, a mask must be
worn and the safety distance must be
maintained at all times.
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0551155

Sweet
seduction

Wonderfully small and extremely light –
mini vibrator with large, stimulating
grooves.

2103-100

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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Kiroo launches Natalia Starr

‘Feel Star’ Personal Stroker
KEON

Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Kiiroo is set to launch its first collection of personalized
stroker sleeves, ‘Feel Star’, based on the intimate molds of some of the world’s most tantalizing models, the Feel Stars – created specifically to support the brand’s bold new KEON
automated pleasure device.

G

orgeous Natalia Starr is the newest
‘Feel Star’ to get up close and
personal with fans, offering texturized
sleeves that brilliantly recreate her warm,
welcoming orifice – interactively stroking
in perfect synchronicity with the user to
mimic a real-life visual and tactile sensation that takes excitement to unimagined
heights. “The Kiiroo ‘Feel Star’ along with
the brilliant KEON is the perfect way to
feel closer to me while enjoying my every
move – it’s the next step in futuristic tech
for fulfilling your needs when you can’t
have someone close to you,” said Starr.
“I’m so proud and excited to be chosen
to represent the company’s brilliantly
innovative specialty line of interactive pro-

ducts.” Each of the custom-made inner
canals, bumps and ridges are consciously
designed by Kiiroo’s talented craftsmen
to perfectly accommodate adventurous
KEON users in bringing to life the most realistic and authentic personal encounters
possible. “Fans of these Stars are in for a
3rd dimensional treat when they get their
hands on our new ‘Feel Star’ Collection,
offering a one-of-a-kind interactive automated masturbation experience – instead
of just seeing and hearing, now you can
FEEL your favorite star,” says Kiiroo CEO
Toon Timmermans. “Each stroker gives
you the opportunity to not only feel your
favorite star but feel the actual sensation
of her moving on top of you too.”

Balldo
London, England - Nadgerz Inc, the designers of the Balldo have reported that their
crowdfunding campaign was a massive
success achieving 5 times their expected
crowdfunding goal.
“Molds have been opened and we expect
to have product in consumers hands in
mid to late May,” says Jerry Davies, Ball62

do’s founder. “We have opted for a simple
and 100% recyclable tri-fold clamshell
packaging that can free stand or hang
and clearly displays the product – which is
critical for a product requiring a significant
degree of education in order for the customer to understand what it is, how to put it
on and how to use it.” 		
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0551171

Sweet
treat

Wonderfully small and extremely light –
mini vibrator with a stimulating,
diamond shaped texture.

2103-100

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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Lora DiCarlo expands

product lineup with warming collection
Drift, Sway & Tilt
Bend, USA - Lora DiCarlo has expanded its product lineup with three new warming vibrators. The new collection flaunts the company’s latest development in biomimicry–the design
and production of materials and systems that are modeled on biologic functions–by utilizing
a nylon-based, thermal conductive polymer heating.

T

he new technology activates a controlled, nylon-based thermal conductive polymer with a thermal conductivity
coefficient of 15x compared to traditional
injection-molded plastic. Often seen in
mainstream tech design, the benefit of
thermally conductive polymer heating
with Drift, Sway and Tilt results in quick
and consistent internal heating of 104°F/
40°C throughout the duration of use.
Drift, a handheld G-spot vibrator, features
an angled curve to provide control and
stability while held in the hand. A contoured tip features a raised stimulation point,
delivering enhanced tissue stimulation for
clitoral, perineal and G-spot massage.

ST RUBBER thinks about

Sway features a thoughtfully-sculpted,
double-ended form and two independent
motors for indulgent rumbling in addition
to warming sensations. Smooth curves
and a raised stimulation point on one end
is ideal for G-spot and clitoral exploration,
while the larger end provides P-spot and
perineal pleasure.Tilt is a multi-purpose,
contoured G-Spot/P-spot plug with two
independently-controlled motors for simultaneous G-spot/clitoral or P-spot/perineal
stimulation for the user. All three products
are fully-coated in body-safe silicone, include seven vibration intensities and three
patterns, are fully submersible, and USB
rechargeable.			

protecting the environment

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER also
wants to make its contribution to environmental protection. An ecological packaging
without plastic is very close to the company’s heart, as it is an important building
block in the topic ‘100% plastic avoidance!
For this reason, the packaging of BeauMents, MALESATION and MINDS of LOVE
is already being converted step by step to
plastic-free. Other brands will follow in the
future. From now on, the new packaging
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of BeauMents, MALESATION & MINDS of
LOVE will be marked with a button saying
‘100% plastic-free packaging!’ which serves
as information for the consumer. “Every individual bears responsibility for the situation
our environment is currently in and will be in
the future. For this reason, everyone should
do their part. We at ST RUBBER are doing
this and if you help, together we can make
a difference and preserve our planet for the
next generations,” says ST RUBBER.
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0551147

Ready for
something
sweet?

Wonderfully small and extremely light –
mini vibrator with a grooved,
ball-shaped head.

2103-100

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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Swiss Navy reports record-breaking

deliveries for 1st Quarter 2021
New collections were launched at the beginning of the year

Pompano Beach, USA - M.D. Science Lab began 2021 by adding a few new additions to
their family of team members and introducing two new collections, Desire by Swiss Navy
and 4-in-1 Playful Flavors - and these moves have paid off.

S

wiss Navy is reporting solid increases in first-quarter global sales and
product deliveries for 2021. “The first
three months of 2021 really outperformed all our expectations,” said Briana
Watkins, M.D. Science’s Vice President
of Sales and Marketing. “We received
our first-quarter results last Thursday
ahead of the Good Friday holiday and
we were all very pleasantly surprised.
It appears our team’s hard work and
extra efforts have paid off. Swiss Navy’s
record-breaking sales wouldn’t have
been possible without the work of every
team member.” Swiss Navy is about to
hit its next stage of growth with pro-

duction facility expansion plans and
increased manufacturing shifts to keep
up with continued product demands.
“Our sales drove all-time revenue records
with growth in every product category,”
said Watkins. “We’re very thankful to our
customers enthusiastic response to all
our products and are happy that we’ve
been able to help them meet their own
consumer demands.” Swiss Navy has
increased their sales and support team
to continually fulfill the needs of their
customers. There are additional plans in
the works to add even more B2B customer support as Swiss Navy continues to
expand their product offerings.

HOT exhibits at a conventional

trade fair again after more than a year

Shanghai, China - The last conventional
trade show HOT Productions participated
in was in Las Vegas in January 2020. After
that, all events were cancelled due to the
Corona pandemic. Now HOT was one of
the few foreign companies to present itself
with a booth at the Shanghai API Fair, which
took place from April 16 to 18. “This was
also only possible because we have our
own branch office in Guangzhou and our
staff prepared our trade fair appearance
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in the best possible way. Due to the entry
restrictions, there were of course mainly
Chinese customers on site. It was amazing
to see that life in China is almost like before
again,” explains Michael Sonner, General
Sales Manager of HOT. “The trade show
was well attended and the behavior of
customers was not restrained. Shanghai
has in any case shown me that there is a
normal life after Corona, even if it doesn’t
look like it here in Europe at the moment.”
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0551120

Too cute
to be true

Wonderfully small and extremely light –
mini vibrator with a very narrow,
flexible head.

2103-100

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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Tonga Virtual MasterClass 2021
2nd & 3rd of June
Axel, The Netherlands - With all the restrictions that made it impossible to hold their
annual Masterclass last year, after only calling and Zooming without actual face to face
meet-ups for so long, after hardly any travel miles and far more office hours for their sales
representatives than they would have preferred, Tonga is happy that they can now offer a
Masterclass New Style!

T

he VMC2021 event will be held on
Wednesday 2nd and Thursday 3rd
June. The Tonga Masterclass 2021 will
take place as a virtual event. The MasterClass sessions will be scheduled at dedicated time slots and are hosted directly
from Tonga’s Showroom and their Partners
from around the world. Presentations –
which will be held in English – will be interactive and attendees will get all the latest
updates, information on all the new products and of course there will be enough
time for Q&A and talk to the Tonga team
and Partners. “Even though we cannot
meet up in person, we still want to have
a fun time and you can be sure we will do
our utmost to create the same atmosphe-

re as our regular MasterClass where we
have time to get together and combine
business with pleasure.,” the company
adds. “As an extra incentive and appreciation of your attendance to our MasterClass, we will also organise a raffle with
some amazing prizes for every customer
whom attends the MasterClass and places an order with us.” Anyone working in
the pleasure products business, if you are
in retail, E-comm, sales or influencer etc.
can join Tonga for this event and they are
looking forward to meeting many of you at
the Virtual MasterClass 2021! Subscribe
to the Virtual MasterClass 2021 through
the Tonga website at www.tongabv.com/
masterclass.

The special edition FSoG Greedy Girl

is reminding users of an ‚Oscars gong‘

Bath, England - Sex toy reviewers are raving about Lovehoney’s new special edition
Fifty Shades of Grey Greedy Girl 10 Year
Anniversary Rabbit Vibrator, saying it’s luxurious design reminds them of an ‘Oscars
gong’. Lovehoney’s best-selling Greedy Girl
was given a golden makeover for glorious
blended pleasure with a touch of glamour, in
honour of a decade of Fifty Shades of Grey,
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in collaboration with the author E.L James
herself. The limited edition rabbit vibrator
has been a firm favourite among reviewers
on Lovehoney’s consumer website, with
users raving about the new sophisticated
look, with one admitting they were initially
reluctant to use the ‘golden beauty’ as its
design looked ‘too expensive’ – despite it’s
affordable £79.99 price point.
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0551139

Sweet
and
satisfying

Wonderfully small and extremely light –
mini vibrator with a stimulating,
grooved texture.

2103-100

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de

KURVE
Now back in stock

RRP
€119

“This isn’t just a vaginal
vibrator, or even just a ‘curved
for precision’ G-spot vibrator...
For G-spotting fans, the
Hot Octopuss Kurve G-Spot
Vibrator is likely to be a sex
toy dream come true.”
– Cara Sutra

The world’s first G-spot
vibe with patented Treble
& Bass TechnologyTM
G-spot seeking
and raring to please

Unlimited
combinations

Carefully engineered contours help you
to easily identify and target your G-spot
and a soft gel tip ensures you apply the
perfect pressure.

The Treble motor at the tip emits powerful
high-frequency waves. The Bass motor in
the shaft delivers deep, rumbly vibrations.
With virtually unlimited combinations
possible, you can tailor your experience
every time.

Feels like
Treble and Bass
Find your perfect rhythm with
our dual-motor Treble and Bass
TechnologyTM. Try switching between
intense high-frequency Treble waves
and deep rumbly Bass vibrations.

Beautiful POP and
stylish packaging
Thoughtfully designed POS and bright
packaging that stands out will make
selling KURVE a breeze.

email:april.lampert@hotoctopuss.com

F E A T U R E

The revolution (might) eat its own
A re se x t oy bl o gge r s be c o m i n g m o r e r e l e v a nt?

Yes

A

s I transitioned from adult retail to the
B2B space in 2014, an industry-wide
transformation was under way. I didn‘t
know it at the time, but in my then-job
with a major manufacturer, I was paying
attention to the real movers and shakers:
sex toy bloggers.
Giggle all you want, manufacturers (and I
know many have, at least back then), but
somewhere between 2014 and 2016, sex
toy writers convinced consumers to
eschew toxic toy materials in favor of
body-safe silicone. The change wasn‘t
instantaneous, of course, but the proof is
in the pudding (or, rather, all over the
internet).

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent

If people want to know if a
sex toy does what it’s
supposed to do, many rely
on the advice of sex toy
bloggers. For a long time,
their reviews have been
considered a reliable
source of information for
consumer and manufacturers as well. But as our
market becomes more
and more mainstream,
information about sex toys
is more readily available.
So, will the relevance of
bloggers wax or wane?

When I browse social media and even sex
toy-related forums on websites like
Reddit.com, average consumers and
pleasure product experts alike are still
relying on advice from veteran toy
bloggers. I‘ve watched as advice-seeking
consumers are linked to industry-famous
blogs like HeyEpiphora.com (who has
consulted with Fun Factory on R&D
projects) and DangerousLily.com, and
some of said blog entries are from 2013.
In 2014, silicone was a rarity, and now it‘s
the standard. Thus, it‘s with a resounding
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YES that I can confidently say: sex toy
bloggers are still very much a crucial part
of how consumers choose their products.
Jackie Blue, a US sales exec with Evolved
Novelties, reminded me that there are
many bloggers who have been in the
industry longer than most actual employees. Blue agrees that bloggers are
somewhat responsible for pushing
manufacturers into making better toys
because they have educated large
pockets of both business clients and
end consumers.
Several other industry vets in the conversation agreed, citing the need for a
lengthy, unbiased review to justify a sex
toy purchase. Alexis DeCamp of Male
Power said even a retail store visit can‘t
always prove whether a product will work
for any given consumer. Sex toys can be
so specific, said DeCamp, because
everyone’s body is different. When
consumers are investing anywhere from
$50 to $150 on a sex toy, they want to
know it’s going to work for them.
In the end, sex toy bloggers can be your
friend or foe, but if you put the work into
creating a great product, their influence
can work wonders for your brand.
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No
F

irst of all, let me laud the many sex toy
bloggers out there. They have clearly
played a big part in making this market
appealing to a greater audience and to rid it of
old taboos. That said, it seems that their
relevance as a driving force behind consumer
behaviour is fading. What makes me say that?
Well, sex toys have long since reached the
mainstream, and so have sex toy reviews,
meaning consumers are no longer shy about
describing their experience with sex toys or
sharing their opinions on certain products. The
great thing about this is that they share these
opinions without bias and without economic
motives. If you need proof of that, just peruse
the consumer reviews on online shopping
sites. These reviews are not just helpful to
consumers looking for a new vibrator, etc. - or
maybe even their very first sex toy ever. They
are equally educational for producers and
brands who can glean important information
from these pools of reviews, learning what
the consumers want and expect. The same
goes for sex toy reviews in big, popular
mainstream magazines. Once, that would
have been inconceivable, nowadays, millions
of consumers read these reviews, which are
often written by sex education experts. Sorry,
bloggers, but when a renowned sexologist
expresses their opinion about a product, that
simply holds more weight with the consumers.
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Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

F E A T U R E

TOYING WITH ONE’S VOCABULARY
M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

In his monthly column, Brian Gray from Glasgow-based marketing agency Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on all things marketing. This
month he’s pondering the pros and cons of sex toys – quite literally.

I

s sex a dirty word? To some people
– the poor souls - most definitely.
But it appears there’s an even dirtier
word within the adult trade lexicon,
at least to two erotic entrepreneurs
determined to bring about its demise.
Enter Dakota Johnson and Eva
Goicochea. Johnson is arguably
the more well-known, given her
screen performances in the
Fifty Shades trilogy, while Ms
Goicochea is the co-founder
of Maude, the genderneutral pleasure product
brand founded in 2018
whose understated branding
somewhat stands out among the
brazen and often gauche visual
world of sex toy branding, product
naming and visual merchandising.
And it’s this exact word – toy –
that’s apparently tormenting
the pair and stirring
them into action
recently

on social media. In a recent article
appearing on the InStyle website Ms
Goicochea opines that “For so long,
vibrators and devices have been called
‚toys‘, a connotation that trivializes their
basic benefit: to provide stimulation that
improves sexual wellness and feelings of
well-being. By reducing them to juvenile
novelties, people‘s needs and satisfaction
are often being unmet and overlooked.
Moreover, stigmas are being perpetuated.
A vibe is not a toy — it is an essential.”
Johnson, who recently joined the
company as not only co-Creative
Director, but an investor in the firm, added
her tuppence worth while launching
their “This is not a toy” social media
campaign. She stated that “…we aim to
activate hearts and minds in an effort to
destigmatize sexual and intimate tools.
Often the use of language surrounding
sexual products is antiquated, genderspecific, and belittling.”
So, do the pair have a point? Are their
arguments well founded? Is the term ‘sex
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toy’ outdated? Does the pleasure products
industry need to replace it? And how easy
could this be achieved? Questions, questions,
questions. As for answers, hmmm…strap
yourselves in.
Let’s firstly consider the incumbent. As a
term, “sex toy” is short, snappy and easy to
get one’s tongue around. Its length – or lack
of – is extremely convenient when it comes to
webpage URL creation. While the ‘sex’ part
is self-explanatory, ‘toy’ suggests fun and
enjoyment, which, unless we’re all doing it
wrong, is a major incentive for indulging in such
proclivities, with or without such accessories.
Furthermore, for right or wrong, it’s been
the go-to term for decades, thus providing
familiarity and continuity in the minds of
consumers, not to mention an entire industry.
Let’s also consider the definition of ‘toy’. Firstly,
it can be used to denote an object that children
play with. But toys can be educational as
well as fun: ask Fisher Price. Returning back
to adult-land, aren’t we all shouting from the
rooftops – or bedrooms – about the importance
of educating ourselves about what works for us
sexually? And thanks to the products out there,
it’ll be rather fun too. Some might argue that
from a business perspective that it trivialises
things. But think about Hasbro. They’re most
definitely in the toy business and have been for
a long time. Try going into their head office and
suggesting that because they make toys or play
objects they’re not serious about making money.
Secondly, the word toy can also be used
to describe objects consumed by adults,
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more often for recreational purposes than
the purely functional. Consider the oft-used
‘boys with toys’ trope describing guys buying
snazzy sports cars. There’s nothing, to use
Goicochea’s words, juvenile, about the
engineering prowess (or the accompanying
price tag) of an Aston Martin. Driving that Aston
should be fun, even (and especially) when
it’s been very, very, seriously designed and
manufactured. And it should be the same with
pleasure products.
While acknowledging the above points
from albeit a rather granular and sterile
perspective, Johnson and Goicochea do
have my sympathies when it comes to the
language often employed by adult brands.
I’ve seen products advertised with names and
accompanying ad copy that registers way past
10 on the crassometer. They leave me cringing,
“Eeew….like, really?!” But is this sympathy for
the two ladies, or rather myself exhibiting a bad
case of marketing snobbery? Who am I – or
Dakota and Eva for that matter – to judge on
product naming and accompanying marcoms?
And from here we naturally arrive at a third –
and the most important – ‘S’ to consider. Not
sympathy, or snobbery, but segmentation:
something which Goicochea, with her
qualified marketing education and subsequent
experience, should be well familiar with.
If there’s a market segment out there that
appreciates and communicates in that style
in their sexual encounters and experiences,
then it’s meeting consumer demand. Maude’s
own target audience and subsequent brand
positioning obviously differs markedly from
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those employing more, let’s say, ‘blunt’
communications styles. One person’s poison
is another’s wine. And from a freedom of
expression perspective, there’s the danger that
if efforts are made to try to control the language
used, where does it end?
The simplest solution is letting the market
decide what’s appropriate. If punters are
indifferent to the tawdry language, but see the
inherent appeal of the product, they’ll shrug
their shoulders and still buy it. If they have a
pathological hatred of the language employed
that’s much more ingrained than the product’s
functional ability to meet their needs, they’ll
look for something else. It’s basic balance
theory being applied in the marketplace.
Two further points arise from this however.
Firstly, is such crude language employed
because of genuine consumer research
identifying a need, or coming from a rather
dyed-in-the-wool veteran who thinks this is
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how we all communicate (God help us all if
so) and knows no better. Secondly, while in
our private lives we may indulge in consensual
dirty talk that would make a trucker blush, it’s
something else having such graphic terms
splashed over packaging and ads. Bereft
of the relationship parameters, context and
consent established between willing partners,
it’s easy to see why Johnson, Goicochea and
other kindred spirits despair when seeing such
language used.
So when all is said and done, where does
that leave us? Yes, language employed by
some companies can be problematic. But
can or indeed, should, the word ‘toy’ be
replaced? Considering the rather lacklustre
alternatives already circulating I’m unsure.
‘Pleasure products’ is a bit of a mouthful when
compared with the shorter ‘sex toys’. And
while the former is accurate, it’s also terribly
bland. And as for conveying excitement?
Nil points.
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What about ‘adult novelties’ then? Personally

bit of a toughie. The incumbent has a few things

I’ve hated this term for years. It conjures up

in its favour. But the term isn’t perfect, and the

images of joke shops, magic trick or fancy dress

couple do raise some legitimate supporting

shops and does nothing but sully the image of

points. But equally, in a wonderful – if perfectly

the industry’s luxury, artisan products available

justifiable – example of buck-

at the higher end of the scale. Furthermore I

passing of the highest order, it’s not my battle

also associate it with the desire to shirk product

either. It’s established convention that if

quality and body safe standards by slapping

seeking to get rid of something, a successor

‘adult novelty’ stickers on the packaging. So that

not only has to be found, but it also must be

also gets the thumbs down.

noticeably better. And so ladies, the baton
remains firmly in your hands. By all means

While we’re here, let’s also remove –

blow a big loud collective raspberry in the

immediately - old school ‘marital aids’ from

direction of ‘sex toys’, but also make it an

consideration. It explicitly assumes that all

integral part of your social media engagement

nookie takes place within the confines of holy

to identify, discuss, and debate potential

matrimony. Secondly, the word ‘aids’ suggests

alternatives and let’s see what comes from it.

a problem exists and help is required whereas

Good luck!

in fact for many people products are there
to enhance and bolster already healthy and

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.

satisfying sex lives.

com or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769 as
he enjoys the return of British Summer Time,

In conclusion, returning to Dakota and Eva’s

shorter hair, and IPL cricket matches on

aversion to the term ‘sex toys’, admittedly, it’s a

the telly.
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pjur DIGITAL DAYS Partner Summit
p j u r i s c o n tinuing its series o f digita l tra de sh o ws f o r custo mers a nd p a rtners in 2021

“Building on the success of pjur Digital Days in October 2020, we are now
inviting all customers to our pjur Digital
Days Partner Summit. At the close of the
first six months of the year, we want to
talk with our customers and give them the
opportunity to discuss and plan activities
for the following quarters with their contact partners at pjur. They’ll also be able
to find out some interesting background
information,” explains Alexander Giebel,
CEO and Founder of the pjur Digital Days
Partner Summit.

The second pjur Digital
Days will be held in June
2021: The virtual Partner
Summit is aimed at all existing pjur customers and
will take place from 9-11
June. Partners will have
the opportunity to find
out more about current
campaigns and customer
success stories. They will
also be able to proactively
plan the next half-year with
pjur. Alongside day-to-day
business, pjur will also
be presenting the latest
trends from surveys.

Three focus areas of pjur DIGITAL DAYS
Partner Summit:
1) Campaigns:
Participants will be able to carry out detailed planning for the second half of 2021
with the Smarketing team. Topics such as
Anal August, the autumn innovation and a
sneak peek at 2022 are all on the agenda.
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2) Success stories:
pjur will be presenting the results of the
campaigns #normalizelube and #loveislove together with best practices from pjur
customers worldwide.
3) Infotainment:
pjur will be showcasing insights and innovations from current surveys and consumer trends. Participants in the pjur Digital
Days Partner Summit 2021 will also have
the chance to win some great prizes.
About pjur Digital Days:
The first pjur Digital Days in October 2020
was held in response to the COVID-related
cancellation of trade shows. To maintain direct contact with customers and
partners, pjur unveiled its virtual eroFame
booth in the run-up to the first Digital Days
event. Over 300 customers and partners
from 42 countries met at the booth to talk,
listen to expert presentations and congratulate pjur on 25 years of success.
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I know that ORION Wholesale
is going in the right direction
C hang e o f l e a d e r s h i p a t O R I O N W h o l e s a l e

After 30 years as head
of ORION Wholesale,
Sven Jacobson goes
into retirement

84

Big changes are
happening at
ORION Wholesale:
Following 30 years
at the head of
the division, Sven
Jacobson goes into
his well-deserved
retirement. His
successor is HansJürgen Bähr, and as
he takes over, the
purchasing and the
wholesale divisions
are combined into
one. EAN had the
opportunity to speak
with Sven Jacobsen
and Hans-Jürgen
Bähr about the
baton change, the
new structures, and
the future of ORION
Wholesale.
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Hans-Jürgen Bähr, Mark Boderius, Sven
Jacobsen, Hauke Christiansen, Björn Radcke

Sven, when did you start working for ORION
and what was your motivation to join the
industry back then? Did you already have a
feeling that sex toys would become a big,
global market?
Sven Jacobsen: I started with ORION in
January 1991. I needed a job, and since I had
worked abroad for a few years, I thought this
was a great opportunity to return to Flensburg.
I wasn’t really able to gauge the potential of the
industry at that point.

of the years is truly unusual. I worked at a
shipping company before, and nothing I did
there was nearly as interesting. The erotic
industry is its own breed of animal. It is small
enough so you know most people, there is
an almost familial vibe, and people are usually
very amicable. In my opinion, this is the most
fascinating industry in the world. Everything I
did in this industry has been fun, and it seldom
felt like work.

Back when you started at ORION, what were
the structures of ORION Wholesale like?
You are the perfect person to answer this
question: Is the erotic industry an industry like
any other?
Sven Jacobsen: Oh, it definitely isn’t 😉.  The 
way this industry has changed over the course
85

Sven Jacobsen: When I started at ORION
in 1991, Wholesale was a small, internal
department which was started to supply the
affiliated companies of ORION group. Back
then, I had only four colleagues at ORION
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“ ONE OF THE BIGGE ST C HANGE S W E

ARE FAC ING IS DIGITISATION, BUT AT
THE SAME TIME IT IS AL SO A GRE AT

OPPORTUNITY TO GE T OUR C OMPANY
RE ADY FOR THE FUTURE ”
HANS-JÜRGEN BÄHR
Hans-Jürgen Bähr was ORION’s head of
purchasing and publishing for the past 20 years

Wholesale, and we supplied our affiliates
in Austria and Switzerland - as well as big
German mail order companies OTTO and
Neckermann. The idea of working with other
companies was already there, but we didn’t
have the right products to stick out from the
competition. To change that, the wholesale
and the purchasing team designed our own
packaging for third-party products in the mid90s, and shortly after, we took the next logical
step and started creating our own products.
The rest is history.

Did ORION Wholesale grow as the market
grew, or did the market grow as ORION
Wholesale grew?

What are the biggest milestones in the
development of ORION during your time there?

Sven Jacobsen: Travelling and seeing different
countries was always a highlight. I got to meet
lots of unique customers, many of whom
have become friends. These relationships are
special, and I truly cherish them. Also, I was
blessed with brilliant colleagues at ORION. As
for unforgettable highlights? A customer in Sao
Paolo taking us on a tour from store to store in
a bulletproof car was definitely unforgettable.
Also, going on a scenic flight in an old army
helicopter in St. Petersburg. Or a romantic sled
ride with Hauke Christiansen in Yekaterinburg.
That was a legendary trip.

Sven Jacobsen: The step to develop our
own products and present them in appealing
packaging was definitely a milestone. The
expansion of our warehousing space also
comes to mind, as does the subsequent
implementation of a warehouse logistics
system. Those were essential steps, and
without them, we wouldn’t have achieved the
kind of growth that we were fortunate enough
to experience.
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Sven Jacobsen: Good question ... We
definitely grew with he market, but we also did
our part to make the market grow.

You probably have lots of great memories of
your time with ORION Wholesale. Would you
mind sharing one or two of your personal
highlights with us?
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“ M Y S UCCES SORS A RE EXPE RIE NC E D C OL L E AGUE S W HO KNOW THE

B USIN ESS LIKE TH E BACK OF THE IR HAND, AND OUR C USTOME RS TRUST
TH EM IMP LICIT LY. ”
SVEN JACOBSEN

The COVID pandemic has reminded us how
quickly things can change. Do you wish this
handing over of the reins had happened in
easier times?
Sven Jacobsen: I know that ORION Wholesale
is going in the right direction. I am leaving
the company in the experienced hands of
colleagues with whom I have worked for
many years, and who have the trust and the
confidence of our customers. In that regard, we
have actually been handing over the reins for
several months.
Sure, I would have wanted my goodbye to be
a little different, but before the pandemic ever
broke out, I already knew when I was going to
retire, and I stuck with that plan. It would have
been great had I had the option of going on
the road one last time and saying goodbye to
all of our great customers in person. But you
can’t change the way things are, and I am
ure I will still meet some of them. I just wish I’d
had one more eroFame. On the other hand,
had I known that eroFame 2019 would be my
last show, it would have been a much more
wistful affair.

Whenever you discuss changes in the industry,
someone will argue that everything was better
and easier in the old days? Do you think that
there is truth to that argument?
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Sven Jacobsen: No. The old days were
different, but the new days definitely have their
advantages. There are more opportunities and
possibilities.

How has the wholesale business changed
throughout the years? Which challenges
and requirements do wholesalers have to
meet today if they want to be successful
in the market?
Sven Jacobsen: The wholesale business has
become much more fast-paced, much more
international and global. The product cycles
are shorter, and you have to know how to
respond to that.

What does ORION have to do to remain an important player in the international erotic market?
Do you have some advice for your successor?
Sven Jacobsen: We need to maintain the
current spirit of creativity, innovation, and agility.
My successors are experienced colleagues
who know the business like the back of their
hand, and our customers trust them implicitly.
I am certain that they will bring new ideas and
new solutions to the table that are going to help
ORION stay ahead of the curve. They are doing
perfectly fine without my advice.
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Of course, this change and the current
in-house restructuring process create new
challenges and opportunities for us to focus
on. I am looking forward to be working with
my team to make the most of these opportunities and usher this process along. On a
personal level, I think it is a great opportunity
to grow and to inject myself into these new
fields of activity.

Sven Jacobsen (right side) put his stamp on ORION Wholesale
for 30 years; now, Hans-Jürgen Bähr is taking over the position

Do you have a message you’d like to share in
public for your colleagues who are taking over
your responsibilities?
Sven Jacobsen: I wish them luck and
success, and I hope that they will enjoy the job
just as much as I did these past years.

Of course, we’re all curious to know: What are
your plans for your well-deserved retirement?
Sven Jacobsen: We have a house with a
garden, and I have big plans for that. Also, we
have a sailboat. And now that I have more time,
this is a perfect opportunity to travel farther and
longer than I could when just taking a couple of
weeks off from the job.

Congratulations on your promotion! What does
this step mean to you on a personal level?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: I am extremely happy that
the ORION management had such confidence
in me and that I get to take on this interesting
job. So, I guess thanks to the management are
in order.
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How big are the footsteps of your
predecessor?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: Oh, they are gigantic.
Like, a size 15. Sven has been at the steering
wheel of ORION Wholesale for 30 years. He
basically created the wholesale division we
see today, from scratch, and he made us one
of the leading companies in this business.
As he hands over the baton, I inherit a highly
motivated, quick-on-their-feet team that has
made my transition into the wholesaling world
so much easier. I am very excited about the
new structures we are creating, and I am
looking forward to be working with these great
new colleagues. And of course, I am really
excited to get to know our customers better!

What effect will this change in leadership have
on ORION Wholesale? Will we see the winds
of change sweep through the division, or will
you focus on future-proofing your existing
structures?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: Of course, we are going
to stick with the things that our customers
know and love about ORION Wholesale. We
will continue to be a reliable and competent
business partner that takes the wishes
and requirements of our customers very
seriously. My colleagues Björn Radcke and
Hauke Christiansen have extensive wholesale
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“ I AM VERY EXCIT ED A BOU T THE NE W STRUC TURE S W E ARE C RE ATING,

A ND I AM LOOKIN G FORWARD TO BE W ORKING W ITH THE SE GRE AT NE W

CO LLEAGUES. A N D OF COURSE , I AM RE AL LY E XC ITE D TO GE T TO KNOW OU R
CU S TOMERS BET T ER!”
HANS-JÜRGEN BÄHR

experience, and they will make sure that we
stick with the principles that have worked to
well for us throughout the years. They will also
take on new responsibilities and be more of a
leading presence within the division, so their
knowhow and their input will come to the fore
in whole new ways.
That said, we are definitely going to implement
new ideas, and we will start doing so rather
soon. For instance, there are plans for further
digitisation efforts, with improved front-end for
our customers, faster processes for quicker
deliveries, and analysis tools to optimise our
assortment.

How do your new responsibilities differ from
what you did in your previous position?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: Apart from product
management, I am also going to be involved
in steering the development of the wholesale
division as a future-oriented business. What this
means on a day-to-day basis is that I will work
closely with the suppliers of ORION to offer our
customers the best-possible range of products.
Working with our wholesale customers will also
be a big part of my job from now on.

A few questions about your background: Since
when have you been working at ORION? What
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did you do before? And what motivated you to
join the ORION team?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: My career at ORION
began in 1997 when I joined the company as a
purchasing agent for the toys segment. I then
became the head of purchasing at ORION, and
I filled that position for the past 20 years
I moved to Flensburg because I studied
business economics there, and once I had my
degree, I worked at the Flensburg store of a
grocery company for two years. After that, I
went and joined ORION.

Obviously, your extensive experience as
purchasing manager of ORION will help you
in this new position. But still, is the wholesale
business uncharted territory for you, at least
in part?
Hans-Jürgen Bähr: Over the course of the
past 20 years, I have worked closely with Sven
and the wholesale division. We have achieved
a lot together and I would argue we have also
learned a lot from one another. So, generally
speaking, I am quite familiar with the wholesale
world. But, yes, there are certain facets of the
job that I am only just discovering. Working
with our savvy team, I am now filling in these
white spots. Learning new things is part of
what makes this position such a great, exciting
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Björn Radcke,
Hans-Jürgen Bähr, and
Hauke Christiansen

challenge for me. Before, I had only been on
the other site of the bargaining table, so to
speak. And yes, I do think that my experience
as purchasing manager will come in handy.

The market is constantly changing. How
will ORION Wholesale navigate this shifting
landscape, and how do you intend to make
sure that the company can maintain or even
improve on its market position?

What are your expectations and your goals
regarding your new position? What ideas and
plans do you want to realise as head of ORION
Wholesale?

Hans-Jürgen Bähr: One of the biggest changes we are facing is digitisation, but at the
same time it is also a great opportunity to get
our company ready for the future. Everything
we do on that front will help improve our services for our customers, and it will also help us
open up new markets and increase our reach
and appeal on an international level. Not only
are we going to analyse and optimise our product portfolio, adapting it to the needs of our
customers in the retail trade, but we will also
establish new and future-oriented partnerships
within the industry.

Hans-Jürgen Bähr: This new position enables
me to bring the purchasing and the wholesale
team closer together, allowing each to benefit
from the strengths of the other. Creating this
bridge is extremely important in my opinion,
and it will help us prepare for the challenges
awaiting in the future of the market. I think this
is the only way to create integrated product
management solutions, covering everything
from the development of ideas to product
development all the way to marketing and
distribution.
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It‘s a big step towards raising

the awareness for men‘s sexual health
M Y H I X EL’s i m p r e s s i v e o u td o o r a d c a m p a i gn

In this interview with Patricia
López, CEO & founder of
MYHIXEL, we talk about the
brand’s large-scale advertising
campaign that took place in
the Spanish cities of Madrid
and Seville from March 31st
to April 18th. As Patricia
explains, the main goal of the
campaign was to foster an
open discussion about male
sexuality.

Patricia López,
CEO & founder
of MYHIXEL

When did you come up with the idea
for the advertising campaign that could
be seen in Madrid and Seville from 31
March to 18 April?
Patricia López: The opportunity came
to us and as it was the start of the Easter holidays, it was a good moment to
reach more people and create awareness. One of our goals has always been
to break the stigmas about masculine
sexuality and normalise the conversation. We decided that we wanted to
make a big impact, hence the idea
for an exterior campaign. Having it
be visible for everyone seemed the
best option.
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The jewel in the crown of MYHIXEL’s outdoor
advertising campaign: the giant banner on
Gran Via in Madrid

Why did you choose this particular advertising
format (billboards, digital billboards, etc.) instead
of, say, online advertising?

sages we used, the idea was based on a fun,
open way of addressing men and their partners.

Patricia: We usually create digital promotions
like social ads or email marketing, but obviously
there are limitations with our promotions, so we
found this idea a golden opportunity to spread
our message. Also, we felt that this way we
could get the conversation started on the street
and be accessible to everyone. For us, it was a
new way of reaching our goal and changing the
perspective on sexual masculinity, breaking the
taboos, and encouraging people to start talking
about the importance of sexual health.
How long did it take to realise your idea?
Patricia: We started thinking about it in mid-January. The challenge was complicated. How do
we explain our product and raise awareness
about men‘s sexual health without being too explicit and without offending anyone? We worked
alongside CyW and NF Comunicación to create
the campaign and went through several rounds
of brainstorming until we finally came up with
the strategy - as you can see from the mes-

Were there any problems with the authorities,
city administration, etc. because of your advertising? Or were there any specific requirements
that you had to meet?
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Patricia: There were a few setbacks because
our offer features products that are not only
focused on pleasure but sexual wellness and
masculine sexual health. So, we had to contend
with advertising limitations, that delayed the
campaign by a few weeks.

You got two advertising agencies to help you. In
what areas did they assist you?
Patricia: It was a pleasure to work with CyW
and NF Comunicación. From the moment we
explained to them what our message was, they
made everything possible for us. CyW helped
us with the creative process and NF Comu-
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nicación helped us with the realisation of the
campaign, controlling the management of the
marquees, the canvas...

What message did your advertising campaign
deliver?

it‘s a big step towards raising the awareness for
men‘s sexual health. The impact and how people responded was beyond what we could’ve
imagined, we’re grateful that we were able to
do this, and we hope to be able to repeat this
experience one day in other countries and cities
where the brand already has a strong presence.

“WE WA N T ED TO S TA RT A C ONV E RSATION ABOUT SE XUAL
MA SCULIN E H EALTH AND BRE AK THE STIGMA.”
PAT R I C I A LÓ P E Z

Patricia: We wanted to start a conversation
about sexual masculine health and break the
stigma. We hope we have softened the taboo a
little bit, making people realise the importance
of sexual health. We know this is a long-term
challenge, but we intend to - little by little open people’s eyes to the fact that masculine
sexual health is necessary and that we are
here for every man who wants to improve their
sexual health.
The campaign has generated a conversation
on social networks and in the media. This
makes us very happy as it shows that we are
making small steps toward building a community where people feel safe and free, and they
know there’s nothing to be ashamed of.

How proud were you when you saw the huge
banner on Gran Via 14 in Madrid?
Patricia: Very proud! We worked hard to get
there. Gran Vía is probably one of the most symbolic places in the city of Madrid, so it‘s a big
step for us that we will always remember, and
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What does this step mean for you as a brand
and what does it mean for our market?
Patricia: This step was huge for us, but we
know there‘s so much still to be done in the
future that, in comparison, this is a small step.
Unfortunately, male sexual health is still a taboo
in our society and we as a brand hope to keep
on eroding it, not only by talking about it but
also by creating products like MYHIXEL MED,
our solution for premature ejaculation, and MYHIXEL TR which improves ejaculatory control.
To help men improve their sexual lives, we’re
currently developing other solutions for other issues and hopefully, we’ll be able to launch them
soon. In the meantime, we will keep working to
educate people about the importance of masculine sexual health as much as we can.
Can you already tell us something about the
response your campaign has generated?
Patricia: We are beyond grateful for the response to the campaign. Actually, we had a plan
B for the campaign in case the billboard was
removed or there were haters, as this type of
product can provoke such reactions. But this
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 2 1
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Various ad and media
formats were used for
the campaign

“ W E A R E BEYON D GRAT EF UL
FOR TH E RES P ON S E TO TH E
CA MPA I GN . ”
PAT R I C I A LÓ P E Z
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was not the case at all; there have not been any
negative comments. Rather, all the responses
have been very positive. Many people joined the
revolution and shared the campaign message.
So, we are very happy.
Our social media channels have gained in
popularity and the support we received from
people was huge. We have been seeing it in
our sales and in the number of visits on our
website as well. The effect of the campaign is
still ongoing.
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Gen Z is pushing fearlessly

through and speaking up

To n i Ke n n e dy weigh s in o n th e nex t genera tio n o f p lea sure co nsumers

If anyone should be singing ‚We didn‘t start the
fire,‘ it‘s Generation Z, but this group of 18 to
25-year-olds can still lay proud claim to continuing
the sex-ed conversation. Millennials, it‘s finally
time to step back and let the next group of young
up-and-comers take the reigns. Today‘s late
20s-to-mid 30s consumers got the ball rolling
for sex toy acceptance, though we are (including
myself) quickly heading toward middle-age. Toni
Kennedy, a certified sex educator, retail expert at
Enchantasys boutique and fellow Millennial, now
looks to Gen Z for the latest pleasure product
trends. Kennedy says that overall, her 18 to
early-20s consumers are more likely to happily
tolerate new Covid protocols and the changes
the pandemic has brought to our sex lives.
Following pandemic trends has additionally kept
Gen Z consumers chasing digital experiences.
Kennedy‘s younger clientele are all about gadgets
and techy toys that connect to their phones.
They‘re also quick to adopt online, partnered sex
experiences, like stripteases and self-pleasure
sessions via video calling. Gen Z may even be the
first to make sex work a more accepted career
path and form of self-expression, as Kennedy
points out that more and more young adults are
flocking to DIY porn sharing sites like OnlyFans.
Toni Kennedy is a certified sex
Kennedy‘s most promising prediction, though, is
educator and retail expert at
Enchantasys boutique
a huge win for manufacturers and retailers alike.
During one of last year‘s Enchantasys-sponsored,
virtual sex-ed events, Kennedy noticed her Gen Z crowd responding unabashedly
with inquiries and enthusiasm. From anal to oral, no topic is too taboo and no sexual
road shall be left unpaved – and that of course applies to toy purchases, too. In this
in-depth peek into the sex lives of today‘s young adults, Kennedy taps the trends
from the ground level at Enchantasys retail shop in the southern United States. Get
more of the sex-ed scoop from Toni Kennedy at @ProSexNerd on Instagram.
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“ I DO N OT TH IN K TH E GEN Z -ERS ARE SE E KING ANY E XPE RIE NC E S THAT

D I FFE R FR OM A N Y OTH ER AGE GROUPS. I THINK THE Y WANT IT AL L . THE Y
H AV E A B U F F ET -T YP E MEN TA LIT Y W HE N IT C OME S TO SE X.”
TO N I K E N N E DY

It seems it‘s finally time for Millennials - the
fire-starters of the sex toy industry, so to speak
- to begin handing over the torch to Generation
Z. What aspects of sexual health did Millennials
really push in a positive direction?
Toni Kennedy: I would have to say sexual
identity and owning one’s pleasure. As you
put it, Millennials are definitely the fire starters.
Defiantly, they pushed away from the societal,
normative behaviors of hiding their identities,
preferences, and desires. I think we are handing Gen Z a port in the storm, a hug, and an
understanding ear that lends to supportive and
healthy sex lives.

Which of these Millennial-sparked ideas for
positive change are being carried over into Gen
Z‘s ideals and goals? In which areas have Gen
Z young adults really picked up that torch and
run even further, especially when it comes to
sexual health and sex toys?
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Toni: They are screaming it all over the place
in music and in media, talking about sex as
casually as we talk about pizza. They are proud
of being sexually adventurous and it shows. It‘s
normalizing behavior. If Millennials sort of broke
from the restrictions of sexuality in all aspects,
then Gen Z is pushing fearlessly through and
speaking up. It is so freaking cool. The last few
in-person classes that I taught, I noticed a lot of
participants in the Gen Z age range. They had
a lot of questions and comments, and were
super interactive group with fewer boundaries.
It would seem as though we are helping to
develop sexual superheroes.

As a retail shop expert, you undoubtedly
serve young adults in the Gen Z age range
of 18 to 25-year-olds who are seeking an
educational buying experience. What kind of
toys does Gen Z enjoy? Are there any toy
categories that are particularly popular with
this age group?
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Toni: I have noticed App toys and any
kind of toy or lubricant that offers a unique
sensation. This is the technology savvy age
group, and they enjoy using gadgets with those
features. I find all categories from anal to oral
are often shopped by this group. They are very
vocal. I’m typically laughing and wandering
around with my Gen Z clientele.

What do Gen Z-ers want out of their sex-ed
experience? What kind of information is most
important to them? Are there any unique sexual
experiences they‘re seeking that greatly differ
from other age groups?
Toni: They are undoubtedly concerned about
their safety. It is a beautiful thing to see happening. I remember being in my early 20’s and
the ‚condom conversation‘ was always so awkward. Sometimes you end up with the ‚I don’t
like condoms‘ guy.
I also remember just laying there letting them
go to town on me without having any pleasure
other than companionship.
I do not think the Gen Z-ers are seeking any
experiences that differ from any other age
groups. I think they want it all. They have a
buffet-type mentality when it comes to sex. I’m
now in my mid 30’s, wishing I had that same
mentality then as they have now.
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How can we, as manufacturers and
retailers, continue to evolve our approach
to sex toys and sexual health to meet Gen Z‘s
needs? Where can we still do better for the
younger generation?
Toni: Innovation and Creativity! Keep thinking
outside of the box. If you create a product that
licks toes and strokes a penis while massaging
a cervix and making biscuits, they are going
to want it! I simply encourage all my amazing
comrades in the industry to never stop finding
ways to make people feel good. Never stop
learning and sharing. It truly is a circle of life.

By the time the oldest Gen Z adults reach
their early to mid 30s - in about 5 to 10 years
- what else do you believe we will have accomplished as an industry? How much further
ahead will we be, both in sex toy design and
how we approach sexuality?
Toni: I have a strong feeling we are going to
see more mainstream sex education. I want
videos, apps, streaming, all of it. We should
be able to access information just as we do
with all other things. I want to see a variety of
educators with all backgrounds and bodies
sharing what we have learned. I think we are
going to keep pushing the boundaries. I am alw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 2 1
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“ I SIMP LY EN COURAGE A LL MY AMAZING C OMRADE S IN THE INDUSTRY TO
N E VER STOP F IN DIN G WAYS TO MAKE PE OPL E FE E L GOOD.”
TO N I K E N N E DY

ways about equal levels of variety and while we
have come very far in vagina and penis toys, I
would love to see a bit more on the market for
those who are transitioning their gender. We
just need to strive to never be complacent, and
if you have any advice or knowledge to share,
scream it on whatever platform and in whatever
capacity you can.

How is the Enchantasys retail chain meeting
the changing needs of their younger customers throughout Covid? Have you noticed any
changes in young customer behavior due to
the pandemic?
Toni: Enchantasys has gone to social media
and Zoom events. We love to educate and
inspire passion for all. We have done some
fun and interesting events with our younger
customer base.
One that comes to mind was an event we did
with a local non-profit, Thrive. They do STI testing and outreach. The event was virtual, and
it was called WAP (Wellness and Protection). I
enjoyed it very much. It was with a local college
and instead of the traditional lecture style, they
did it free style and just answered all sorts of
questions, ranging from how to put a condom
on with your mouth to how to dominate your
partner safely in bed. The biggest changes I
noticed sort of goes for all of us. We were in
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the house bored, stressed, and for the first time
our lifetime, we were forced to STOP and think.
Naturally as humans we put a little time into
our sex lives. The younger ones were certainly
more vocal about it on social media, Tik Tok,
Facebook, and Instagram. I call them my hot
spots if I ever want to know what’s cooking. I
go there for inspiration.
I am one of the fortunate ones. I have had
extraordinarily little issue with enforcing masks
and social distancing. My younger clientele
happily come in smiling with their eyes, looking
for their next great sexual experience, whether
it be partnered or solo. I did notice one thing
that stood out from the rest of the age groups
and it was an increase in sexy online dating,
lingerie and masturbation sessions, and of
course the rise of [DIY erotic photo and porn
platform] OnlyFans, which makes perfect
sense. They love their apps and tech, and
I love positive sexual exploration. It’s a win
for all of us.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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We know the potential to help drive

the market and make genuine change happen
C arl i Sapir a n d D o m i n i q u e Ka r e ts o s c e l e br a te th e la unch o f Ambo y Street Ventures ( ASV)
Amboy Street Ventures
(ASV) is probably the
world’s first venture capital
fund focusing on the realm
of sexual health for all genders and women’s health
technology start-ups. The
goal of Amboy Street Ventures (www.amboystreet.
vc) is to cover all investment areas in the markets
for sexual health and female health, from medtech
and femtech to sextech,
healthtech, telehealth,
and wellness. To learn
more about the goals and
strategies of Amboy Street
Ventures, EAN asked the
two founding partners,
Carli Sapir and Dominique
Karetsos, for an
interview.

What motivated you to start a
venture capital fund specializing
in start-ups in the sexual
health market?

space have been a major deterrent
for investors. There is clearly
a need for a VC fund
that is dedicated to
sexual health (for
all genders) and
women‘s health
technology
start-ups, so
we created
Amboy Street
Ventures.

Carli Sapir
(founding
partner of
Amboy
Street
Ventures):
I struggled
with my own
Dominnique
women’s
Karetsos
health issue for
(CEO of Healthy
over six years.
Pleasure Group
After seeing what felt
and general partner of
like too many doctors,
ASV): ASV is at the forefront
my health problem was still
Carli Sapir,
undiagnosed. In 2019, I started founding partner of ASV of change in the investment
world. Consumers are driving
the Female Founded Club, an
the growth in sexual health care, both
organisation that helps female founders
their own and the global heartbeats
raise capital. Resonating with founders
worldwide feel, suffer, and seek to read,
who are solving the problems in the
watch, learn, and heal their sexual health
women’s health and sexual health space,
issues and interests on a daily basis.
I was particularly keen to help them raise
We can see, especially during the global
venture capital, but it was a real struggle
pandemic, that preventable healthcare is
for a few reasons. Many VC funds have
a priority, and this includes sexual health
a vice clause in their agreements that
care too. All of this gives us a distinct
prohibits them from investing in anything
advantage to evolve from the shackles of
‘sex-related’. Also, with females making
the vice clause to enable a much-needed
up only 5% of partners at US VC
avalanche of innovation in sexual health
funds, traditional VC decision makers
and women‘s health technology.
are not in the target demographic
for a lot of the companies that are
seeking investment, therefore may not
The sexual health market is considered
understand the market needs. Finally,
a growth market, so it is expected
the taboos and stigmas that exist in this
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“ W E B E L I E V E BILLION -DOLLAR COMPANIE S W IL L E ME RGE IN ORDE R TO BRIDGE
TH E W I DE GAP BET WEEN TH E UN DERSE RV E D SE XUAL AND W OME N‘ S HE ALTH
T E CH N OLOG Y S PACE AN D TH E N EEDS OF TODAY ‘ S SOC IE TY.”
C A R L I S A P I R , FO U N D I N G PA R T N E R O F A S V

innovations that ensure the current social
reform results in impactful change
on a global scale. From family
planning to porn and the lack of
anything in between, for too
long our industry has been
underserved.

to attract investors. Why is it so
important for you to take things into
your own hands?
Carli Sapir: We believe
billion-dollar companies will
emerge in order to bridge
the wide gap between the
underserved sexual and
women‘s health technology
space and the needs of
today‘s society. We are female
investors who are living through
the issues facing women. We know
the potential to help drive the market
and make genuine change happen.

What is the story behind
the name - Amboy Street
Ventures?

Dominnique Karetsos: That’s why we
love working with Carli! Ultimately, we built
Healthy Pleasure Group to create behavioural
change through three vital economic motors:
education, innovation, and investment. It has
been a powerful moment for us to launch a
fund dedicated to investing in cut-through
113

Dominnique Karetsos,
CEO of Healthy Pleasure
Group and general
partner of ASV

Carli Sapir: Amboy Street Ventures
is named after the first ever US birth
control clinic at 46 Amboy Street in NYC,
which was opened in 1916, when prescribing
and distributing information about birth control
and contraception was illegal. This clinic
marked a pivotal progression in the women‘s
health and sexual health space. A century
later, this space is still vastly underdeveloped,
and Amboy Street Ventures is dedicated to
supporting the vital innovation that will meet
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Carli Sapir: We have been really excited
to talk about our first two investments in
Q1 this year. We invested in our first
two companies, these are Dame
Products, a leading femalefocused sexual wellness
brand, and Gennev, a digital
health platform for women in
menopause. ASV invested in
these companies because
they are leading social
change in their respective
industries. Dame is very
successful at normalising
female sexual pleasure while
Gennev is making menopause
information and care easily accessible.

the women‘s health and sexual health needs
of today‘s society.

What is your business philosophy?
What strategy do you follow with
your investments? What are the
goals of your activities?
Carli Sapir: We are an active
investor and look to add value
above and beyond capital.
Amboy Street Ventures invests
in the Seed and Series A rounds
of sexual health & women’s
health technology start-ups that are
progressing the industry in America and
Europe. Our dedicated value enhancement
team supports portfolio companies with expertise in marketing & branding, sales & distribution, product development & scientific innovation
and public education resources dedicated to
solving the problems that start-ups face in the
sexual health and women’s health tech market.
Our goal is to help billion-dollar companies
emerge in this under-served space.

You have already made two investments.
Which companies are those and what were
your reasons for investing in them?
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Dr. Mafe Peraza Godoy,
general partner of ASV

Apart from the financial element of an
investment, what other benefits or support
can companies and brands expect when they
work with you?
Dominnique Karetsos: As the first global outfit
dedicated to sexual health and technology,
Healthy Pleasure Group acts as operating
partner to the companies in the ASV portfolio,
supporting their future growth: Brands looking
for a new product development partner to
create the next generation of sexual health
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 2 1
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“ FR OM FA MILY P LAN N IN G TO PORN AND THE L AC K OF ANY THING IN BE TW E E N,
FOR TOO LON G OUR IN DUST RY HAS BE E N UNDE RSE RV E D.”

D O M I N N I Q U E K A R E T S O S , C E O O F H E A LT H Y P L E A S U R E G R O U P A N D G E N E R A L PA R T N E R O F A S V

& technology products, can turn to HP Lab,
the only global commercial innovation lab
dedicated to sexual health & technology.
Headed up by world-leading urologist Dr. Mafe
Peraza Godoy, and with input from our global
ecosystem, HP Lab knows what consumers
want and has the capability to build gamechanging products, white-label or licence our
existing portfolio of innovative solutions and
products, all with the aim of solving millions of
heartbeats’ sexual health problems.
Founders and CEOs looking for support in
their marketing efforts can rely on HP Agency,
the first full-service agency committed to
the growth of sexual health & technology
brands. Working with more than 60 brands
worldwide means we drive clients in their
category to create, build and thrive through
authentic marketing and communications.
Answering business problems with proven
commercial marketing solutions, our roster of
impact marketing services generate growth
in an exclusively censored digital landscape.
Using our fail-safe Approach, HP Agency
can help any brand in this space no matter
where they are in their brand lifecycle.Finally,
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businesses that want to explore their customer
touchpoints can turn to HP Demand, the global
commercial business dedicated to the future
of sales in sexual health & technology. Building
and placing brands and categories in over 35
markets around the world, we work with global
distribution, emerging marketplaces and retail
partners using our commercial growth team
to position brands across multiple territories,
channels, and consumer categories where
they belong. Aiming to create meaningful
touchpoints to connect products and services
into the hands of millions of customers
at the right point of their dynamic sexual
wellness journey.
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There is hope
Vi n c e n t R e no u describes th e ef f ect o f th e co ro na crisis o n th e French ero tic mar ket
In many countries, vaccinations have
started, giving people hope. What is the
situation in France? Is there a light at the
end of the tunnel?
Vincent: The government’s hope was to
outpace the infection with the vaccinations, and that is why they did not lock
down the entire country after Christmas.
We were pretty sure that we would win
this race but in the second half of March,
infections sped up and vaccinations
went slower than expected with certain
vaccines. Of course, there is hope, and
the light is right there, we just need to
be careful and patient a little bit longer.
Let’s hope that no new virus variant will
develop and undermine people’s morale.

Vincen Renou, Sales Manager
of GANGBANGSTER

EAN continues on its
journey across Europe
to highlight the effect
the corona pandemic
has had on the erotic
markets of the various
countries. This time, we
talk with Vincent Renou,
Sales Manager of the
GANGBANGSTER brand,
who tells us about the
situation in his home
country, France, where
a third lockdown has
come into effect.

What is the situation in France like at the
moment? You are in a nationwide lockdown, after all ...
Vincent Renou: France is in its third
lockdown. The first one was from March
13th to May 15th, 2020, and it was very
strict. The second was from the October
31st to December 1st, less strict but
still impactful. And after hanging in there
during the Christmas period and the
three first months of 2021, we are now in
a new lockdown, which has taken effect
on the 1st of April and will last for at least
one month.
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The corona pandemic has led to an
increased demand for sex toys in many
countries around the world. Do you see a
similar development in France?
Vincent: Of course, we also see that
sales spike. The media love this kind of
story, talking and snigging about sex toys,
but it is only online demand that increased, and the biggest winner is not sex toy
e-stores, but the gigantic marketplaces. I
have seen stupid media coverage about
e-retailers, with incredible statistics and
no sources (moreover, our industry does
not seem to have many statistics to offer.)
For example, there was this TV show
where the journalist asked how many sex
toys a retailer had sold, and the answer
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 2 1

was 1 billion!!! But where, and in how many
countries? Over which period of time? A
stupid question and a stupid answer, just to
make people smile about sex toys. We must
be serious and responsible about the image of
our industry; the majority of those articles and
reports was created by press whores.

“ THE BIGGE ST W INNE R IS NOT SE X
TOY E - STORE S, BUT THE GIGANTIC
MARKE TPL AC E S.”
VINCEN RENOU

E-commerce has benefited, while bricks-andmortar retail has suffered extremely. Is this
also true for France?
Vincent: The French government has helped
stores during this period, it is not perfect,
of course, but there has been a fantastic
effort to minimise the numbers of bankruptcies. The government pays a big part of
the salaries, and indemnities are calculated
on the basis of 2019’s exercise. Of course,
some retailers are not doing well, but all
bricks-and-mortar shops have been trying to
adapt since the first lockdown, introducing a
‚click and collect‘ system and changing their
websites, the same way restaurants have
done. Maybe it is just the beginning of a new
way of doing business.

and this part of the job you cannot find behind
a keyboard. Moreover, the desire and the joy
of picking lingerie or sex toys in the store to
prepare for a sexy night will never be replaced
by clicking on a picture and then receiving
something that does not look like the pic at all
two days later.

Will French bricks-and-mortar retailing
survive the corona crisis? Will there be a
market shakeout?

Have bricks-and-mortar retailers lost many
customers to online shopping for good, or
will most of them come back when stores
open again?

Vincent: Bricks-and-mortar retailing will survive
the corona crisis, but it will be because of the
customer who decide to buy in-store to support them, and because of the wholesalers who
listen to their needs. Sometimes, just being listened to is enough to get back the energy after
a rough period. French fraternity is not dead!

Vincent: Most of the bricks-and-mortar stores
are not just people who collect cash; they
have regular customers, they are their friends,
confidants, and sometimes their sexologists,

Will bricks-and-mortar retailing remain a viable
business model in France? How can it succeed in this digital age?
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Vincent feels that mainstream media stories about
exploding sex toy sales during the corona crisis are
often exaggerating

Vincent: In France, very few banks and
insurance companies believe in this type of
business, so to finance your store, you often
have to rely on your own money. So, if you
run a store, you definitely believe that this is a
viable business model. In the end, it is passionate, ultra-motivated, and sincere people who
succeed, and those never give up. That will not
change in the future.

What are your expectations for the time after
corona? What will happen in our market over
the course of the next few years?

business with people first, and a Zoom call is
a poor substitute to a f…ing eroFame!!! What
could happen to our market in the next few
years? It is hard to answer that question when
you are inside our industry because at the end
of the day, it is the consumers who will tell us.
Judging by how they change their consuming
habits, tomorrow will probably be more green,
more about local production. So, you better to
listen to them if you want to know.
PS: We wish the best to all the people who
are working in the sex industry, near or far:
sex workers, club and sauna owners, retailers,
trade show organisers, journalists, designers,
manufacturers, bloggers. We love you all!!!

Vincent: I expect not to think back on this
period too often. I miss my all-business friends
and can’t wait to hug them; we are doing
120
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People who are getting it right are invested in

this industry for more than just the money
Re b a C o r r i n e T h o m a s e x a m i n e s th e d e e p e r i mp a ct o f celebrity-sp o nso red sex to y ma rketing

Ask any sex toy brand to list their top 5 business goals and some form of ‘mainstream appeal’ will likely hover
around the #1 spot. Celebrity endorsement is about as mainstream as marketing can get. It’s therefore no surprise that pleasure brands were at-the-ready when big names in movies and music like Lily Allen, Dakota Johnson and Cara Delevingne hopped aboard the sex-positive train. But are celebrities really ready to acknowledge
the industry they’re (often unknowingly) getting into? Reba Corrine Thomas, the founder and CEO of Sexpert
Consultants LLC, holds a two-fold view of the impact of celebrity sex toy marketing. Thomas is a sexuality educator, entertainer, and entrepreneur through her websites at SexpertConsultants.com and RebaTheDiva.com.
Needless to say, as Thomas explains, mainstream exposure to both sex toys and open views of pleasure education are generally positive for the industry. However, the way in which such marketing collaborations and business partnerships are presented can still be problematic. However, Thomas points out that the celebrity sex toy
trend is still very much in its infancy. Only time will tell how more green and vanilla-mainstream consumers will
react to the way famous actresses, like the often-loathed CEO of GOOP, use their
influence to promote masturbation. Once the industry gets a more firm
grasp on how celebrity power can be used for good, Thomas thinks
we’ll be ready to evaluate where this unlikely trend has driven us.
Thomas shared her views with EAN in a deep dive into the
modern, weird and yet still wonderful marriage of pleasure
product brands and Hollywood household names.
Reba Corrine Thomas
is the founder and
CEO of Sexpert
Consultants LLC

Off the top of your head, what is your
general, short-form opinion as you watch
mainstream celebrities become involved in
sex toy marketing and design?
Reba Corrine Thomas: On one hand,
I’m thrilled that celebrities are using their
platforms to help normalize sexual health
and pleasure, but I really wish they would
think more strategically when getting into
this business and hire real experts in the
space, like educators, health professionals,
product designers, and marketing
consultants, to help with the heavy lifting
and content creation, and avoid pushing
products that are toxic to our bodies
or perpetuating harmful, sex-negative
perspectives.
The other thing I think about is how
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quickly celebrities are to throw their influence
behind companies, products and industries
they know nothing about (and do minimal work,
if any, to educate themselves) simply because
it’s profitable. Wellness has really become a
commodity that folks are capitalizing from and it
feels like there’s little thought about the potential
harm that could be done as a result of this
commodification.

Give our readers a bit more insight into why you
feel this way. Are celeb collabs mostly negative,
mostly positive or a mixed bag for the sexual
health space at large?
Reba Corrine Thomas: I can’t say whether
these collaborations are mostly negative or
positive, but I can say as a sexuality professional
marketing is HARD. So when celebrities are
willing to use their platforms to bring attention
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to this work, it can be a way to open doors
for our businesses to thrive. Companies like
Facebook and Instagram are less likely to ban
an influencer or celebrity with a large audience
on their platform for talking about sex AND since
our ability to buy ads and market our products
and services on these platforms is restricted (if
allowed at all thanks to SESTA/FOSTA), working
with an influencer/celebrity to get that kind of
reach can be an astronomically helpful (if not
essential) part of our marketing strategy.

As a sexual health business professional,
how do you see or foresee this celeb sex toy
trend effecting your consumer market? What
significant pros or cons have you noticed as a
retailer?
Reba Corrine Thomas: I see how celebrity
partnerships have elevated the visibility of old
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Are there any celebs that are really ‘getting it
right’ in how they’re promoting sex toys and
sexual health? And for the ones getting it
wrong, what could they do better?
Reba Corrine Thomas: While no one
specifically comes to mind, I will say that people
who are getting it right are invested in this
industry for more than just the money. These
people have evaluated the true impact and
risks associated with the products or content
they’re pushing on their audiences; have taken
the steps to educate themselves and address
those risks and have surrounded themselves
with a team of experts in the sexuality space to
help avoid pitfalls and ensure they do no harm.
If harm is done, they are ready and willing to
address their mistakes, admit responsibility and
take action to prevent any further harm, even if
that means hurting their bottom line.

“ W E L L N E SS H A S REA LLY

B E COM E A COMMODIT Y TH AT

FOL K S A RE CA P ITALIZIN G F ROM
A N D I T F EELS LIKE TH ERE‘S

L I T T L E TH OUGH T A BOUT TH E

P OT EN TI AL H A RM TH AT COULD

How do you foresee the future of celebrity
collaborations with sex toy companies
or sexual health causes? How will such
collaborations respectively effect the industry
and consumers?

B E DON E AS A RESULT OF TH IS
COMMODIF ICATION . ”
REBA CORRINE THOMAS

and new brands alike, from Womanizer to
more recent startups like Lora DiCarlo. And
as a sex toy reseller, I’ve personally seen how
celebrity influence gets people curious enough
to reach out about questions they have or even
walk into a store. The cons I’ve felt are not as
a retailer or manufacturer, but as an educator!
Many celebrities (whether they’ve meant to
or not), when they use their platforms in this
way, they become an authority figure for their
audiences on these subjects. So when they give
uninformed advice and perpetuate sex-negative
stereotypes, it really gets under my skin.
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This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Reba Corrine Thomas: The sex toy industry
is a multi billion dollar industry and I think
celebrities are already starting to see the
benefits of these collaborations. My hope is
that in the same way celebrities and companies
get into this industry to make a profit, they
also use their platforms and resources to
make a difference. Sure, talking about sex and
backing sex toys is ‘cute’ (and profitable), but
let’s also talk about (and commit resources
to) decriminalizing sex work and sex workers’
rights, clitoral literacy, period poverty, trans
and reproductive rights. I think then maybe
more examples will more readily come to mind
of who’s ‘getting it right’ when it comes to
promoting sexual health in this space.
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I am a big believer in working
together for the greater good
Lara Pac k s h o w c a s e s th e n e w c o m e r br a n d E lix ir Pla y

Elixir Play is the latest boutique line to hit the market and prosper throughout
the hellish year that was COVID-2020. If a brand can both launch and succeed
in the middle of a pandemic, we think they’re worth your eyes. Founded by
Lara Pack, this playful-looking brand of familiar sex toy shapes was, rather
unfortunately, born of Pack’s many years of personal issues with pelvic pain
and painful sex. Pack turned to pelvic physiotherapy for assistance, where
she realised the importance of external stimulation and
thus, the benefit of sex toys in sexual pain relief. Elixir
Play calls Australia home and hopes to expand
their wholesale offerings around the world. Pack
encourages the industry to reach out via ElixirPlay.
com to participate in her expanding brand, which
she anticipates will include new designs in 2021.
Lara Pack shows off her hand-designed, 4-piece
collection of vibes for couples and women and
education-focused brand philosophy in this
first-glimpse for European pleasure businesses
with EAN.
Lara Pack, founder
of Elixir Play
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Elixir Play is a boutique brand line of 4
proprietary designs. How did you come up with
the ideas for these uniquely-shaped sex toys?
Lara Pack: My first toy, Aphrodite, was meant
to be all about fun and non-confrontational. I
have decided to sunset this product to make
way for the new range. These three products
were designed after speaking to women and
creating a range that was non-phallic and
designed to be able to move with the body.
They use a specific type of liquid silicone that
allows them to bend and flex with the body
while still having a beautiful creamy texture that
is gorgeous to look at and feel.

You were inspired to create your brand after
experiencing your own struggles with pelvic
pain. Did your own experiences influence the
specific designs you chose to launch?
Lara: Very much so. I really wanted toys that
were not painful. Traditional toys have plastic
components with a thin silicone over the
top. It was important to me to have toys that
could bend and flex which would help with
particularly the insertion, which I struggled with
myself so much.

What makes each of these 4 toys interesting in
it’s own right and pleasurable to use?
Lara: Aphrodite is a heart shaped, remote
controlled vibe that was designed to be worn
either as a necklace or panty vibe for a fun
night out for a couple.
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Ruby is a fully flexible,
ultra soft wand massager

“THE RE ASON I STARTE D THIS BRAND WAS

BEC AUSE I WANTE D TO BE MORE THAN JUST
TH E PRODUC T.”
L A R A PA C K

Amethyst is all about the traditional rabbit style
but I really wanted to accentuate the flat areas
for both G-spot and clitoral. I found traditional
rabbits often don’t hit the exact spots they
need to, which can be frustrating. By bending
and flexing, there is more opportunity for
Amethyst to be able to fit for most women.
Ruby was all about the, ‘is she or isn’t she a
vibe?’ A lot of women said they wanted toys
that didn’t look like a toy so if they were found
by kids or whomever, that it wouldn’t be an
issue. She also has specific grooves that mean
you can place your fingers to guide or add
pressure if needed that allows the user to have
more control over their experience.
Garnet is all about the vulva. Designed
to be shaped like a vulva, she covers as
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much surface area as possible to allow for
stimulation. A lot of our focus with toys is on
the glans clitoris and I wanted to accentuate
the whole area rather than just glans.

“ I LOV E THE C OL L ABORATIONS BE TW E E N

E DUC ATORS AND RE TAIL E RS AND MANUFAC TU R E R S
AND IT IS RE AL LY INC RE DIBL E TO SE E THIS CO M E

What’s your overall take on the pleasure retail
space right now? What should wholesalers
and retailers know about consumers’
evolving demands?
Lara: I think we are in an amazing place
where we have all adapted so well to Covid
and moving into this amazing sexual wellness
space. I think we need to ensure we are
continuing to listen to our consumers and the
biggest thing we can all work on is fighting
against the censorship we face in social
media and many other channels. I can see
this slowly changing but I think we have a lot
of opportunity in this
space.

How does the Elixir Play brand
provide for customers beyond simply
selling sex toys? Do you also try to educate
consumers and add more to their sex
toy experience?
Lara: To be honest, the reason I started this
brand was because I wanted to be more
than just the product. The products are
the physical representation but the
brand is all about educating and
empowering women. We do this
right from when people interact
with our website, social or even
the information contained in the
packaging. Every touch point
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TO L IFE .”
L A R A PA C K

Amethyst is a dual
stimulating, fully
flexible and ultra
soft vibrator

from the external packaging where we highlight
the benefits of using toys, to the instruction
manual inside and even the welcome card have
information about our bodies and some tips for
exploring pleasure. We encourage everyone
to read the information on our website
about sexual health and reach out if they
have questions. We also work to encourage
awareness and contribute to
working to discussions around
consent and ultimately to stop
sex trafficking. A portion of all
of our profits are donated to
charities that work to help in
ending or supporting the victims
of sex trafficking

What do you find that the pleasure
space could use more of? Are we
lacking anything that companies could
better fulfil in the future?
Lara: I think honestly everyone does such an
amazing job in this industry. I love the work
we all do together and the way in which we all
work to make our industry more mainstream.
I think the more advocating we can do in the
mainstream arena, the better off for all of us.
I love the collaborations between educators
and retailers and manufacturers and it is really
incredible to see this come to life. I am a big
believer in working together for the greater
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“ I LOV E TH E WORK WE ALL DO TOGE THE R AND

TH E WAY IN WH ICH WE ALL WORK TO MAKE OUR
I N D US T RY MORE MA IN ST REAM. ”
L A R A PA C K

Lara: We are busy working away on new
designs for either this year or early next. So
definitely watch this space! I will continue to be
offering trainings and educating on our brands
and hope to partake in some industry events.
I am so keen to get the name of the brand out
there and have more women the experience the
Elixir Play difference. So if you are interested, just
shoot me an email and get in touch and lets see
how we can work together.

good and I can see a lot happening in this
space. We have so many exterior barriers
that the more we support each other within
the industry, the better all of us and more
importantly our customers will be.

Can we expect any new releases from Elixir Play
this year? How will you be interacting with the
wholesale side of the industry?

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Garnet is a versatile,
shareable, ultra soft
cock ring
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There isn’t another toy

like this on the market

A m o r e o i s t h e ex clusive distributo rs o f Sna il Vibe wo rldwide
Before we talk about your new company, could tell us a bit about yourself?
For example, how long have you been
active in the sex toy industry? And how
did you come to seek your fortune in this
industry?

Pavel Zalevskiy,
head of Amoreo

Pavel Zalevskiy: I started
working in the industry
in December 2012
when I was first hired
by Scala Playhouse. I
had just graduated
from a Masters
programme from a
university in Amsterdam
and a friend of mine pointed
out this opportunity to me. My first
position was marketing intern, but I was
quickly moved to the sales department,
doing sales support for the Russian and
Eastern European markets. So, next year
will be my 10-year anniversary working in
the industry!

Amero, the newly founded
company helmed by Pavel
Zalevskiy, has ambitious
goals, and they are off to
a great start: The company secured the exclusive
global distribution rights
to Snail Vibe, a unique
product that we’ve talked
about in EAN several times
already. But this is just the
first step, as Pavel ensures
us in our EAN interview.

Now, you have started your own business, Amoreo. Why did you decide to
take this step?
Pavel Zalevskiy: I have been around
the industry for a while, and I have seen
a few items that did very well in the
market. When I saw Snail Vibe, I had a
good feeling that this product has big
potential – and the timing was also right. I
have enough knowledge and the network
necessary to make this work.
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What exactly is the field of activity of your
new company?
Pavel Zalevskiy: Amoreo is engaged in
several quite distinct business projects.
Worldwide distribution of Snail
Vibe is by far the most
important one of them.
We are also going to
launch several other
brands on Amazon.

The distribution
business is highly
competitive, with
many players vying for
the attention of retailers.
Why did you decide to enter this
market segment?
Pavel Zalevskiy: As I mentioned, the
idea is to distribute a very narrow catalogues of items with the focus on uniqueness and novelty. Those two things will
always resonate well with retailers. People
are constantly looking for things that help
them stick out from the competition.

Snail Vibe is the first product to be
distributed by Amoreo - exclusively and
worldwide. How did this partnership
come about?
Pavel Zalevskiy: This was long in the
making. I spotted this item in the assortment of my partners in their business
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EXCLUSIVE EU/UK PARTNERSHIP WITH SHOTS
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“ W H E N I SAW SN A IL VIBE, I HAD A GOOD FE E L ING THAT THIS PRODUC T HAS
A B I G P OT EN TIAL – AN D TH E TIMING WAS AL SO RIGHT. I HAV E E NOUGH
K N OWLEDGE A N D TH E N ET WORK NE C E SSARY TO MAKE THIS W ORK.”
PAV E L Z A L E V S K I Y

venture. They were selling it locally on a limited
scale, and I saw the potential right away. With
almost 10 years of experience in sales in this
industry, I like to think that I can spot a potential
top-seller when I see one. Then we outlined
a roadmap and it looked very feasible. It was
presented to the patent owner and we made a
deal. Now, we’re working very hard to achieve
the goals we set for ourselves.

How important is global exclusivity for Amoreo?
How important is it to differentiate yourself from
your competitors with unique products?
Pavel Zalevskiy: The exclusivity aspect is not
as important as the brand development. At
each stage of the brand lifecycle, you need to
have different priorities to maximise potential.
By being able to have a good cooperation with
the creator of the product, we can control how
the brand is developed. In the earliest stage, it
is important to work with trusted partners who
will add value to the brand. Of course, exclusivity helps to achieve that.

For those who don‘t know Snail Vibe, could
you explain what the product‘s unique selling
points are?
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Pavel Zalevskiy: The uniqueness of the item is
that it can deliver both penetrating motion and
clitoris stimulation at the same time. There isn’t
another toy like this on the market. Before Snail
Vibe, you could only achieve this effect by using
two toys (for instance a wand and a dildo). Now,
it is possible to have this experience with only
one toy – our Snail Vibe.

SnailVibe doesn‘t seem like a product for newcomers - who is your target audience?
Pavel Zalevskiy: You are right, I do not expect
first-timers to constitute the largest group of
buyers for this item. But we are careful not to
alienate anyone with our marketing message.
Using Snail does not require any special previous
experience with sex toys, and it is easy to use.

What is your distribution strategy for SnailVibe?
Will you work exclusively with retailers or are
partnerships with other distributors and/or wholesalers also an option?
Pavel Zalevskiy: The current set-up differs
between countries/regions. We have exclusive
sub-distributor agreements in some countries
and in some areas, we only work with retailers.
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This is how
SNAIL VIBE works

These days, the product range is only one
element of many that determine a distributor‘s
success. What can you tell us about your services and logistics?

Will Amoreo add other brands and products to
its portfolio? Will you continue your collaboration with the inventors of Snail Vibe when they
launch their next products?

Pavel Zalevskiy: I have almost 10 years of experience in this industry and I like to think that
I have an idea of what level of service people
are looking for. So, we do have a good plan in
place to make sure we have stock in several
locations globally, even given the disruptions
due to Covid. We are also adopting a client-based approach where we offer to customise
our brands in the way that best fits the clients’
business model. When the client is in control –
that is the best service, I think.

Pavel Zalevskiy: Absolutely! There are several
items that are in the process of development
at this very moment that will probably fall under
the Snail Vibe brand; or perhaps they will be
branded differently, depending on how we see
the market potential. These decisions will be
made together with our partners who supported Amoreo from the start. We are also on the
lookout for unique third-party products to add
to our portfolio.

How does Amoreo support its retailer partners? Can they request promotional materials,
product training, etc.?
Pavel Zalevskiy: We are working on our
corporate website that will go live very soon.
It will definitely feature a POS section for our
retail and wholesale partners. We will also
make sure we gain a foothold on YouTube to
provide training videos to those who would
benefit from them.
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We are a trailblazing company hailing from Canadian

soil to bring quality to the sexual wellness industry
BM S Fac t or y s ta y s r e f r e s h i n g a n d r e l e v a n t with a qua lity-f irst a p p ro a ch to p o st-C o vid business

As the economy begins to peek its head out from under the covers of 2020, reputation is the name of the game
for businesses. Lose yours, and formerly loyal customers will likely end up lost as well. Throughout the last year
of changes, BMS Factory took the concept of reputation into serious consideration and pivoted their company
to fit accordingly. A creative, team-spirited work environment; consistent and constant virtual communication
with clients; and a dedication to only the highest quality sex toys have successfully
brought BMS through the worst of Covid. Ally Garofalo handles marketing and
administration at BMS Factory headquarters in Ontario, Canada. Garofalo says
BMS founder and CEO Steve Bannister is constantly investigating how his
products, customer service and collaborative office culture can get better
with each day. Garofalo eagerly shows off BMS Factory’s latest releases,
which the company will be promoting throughout Spring and Summer. The
team’s star debut is The Naked Addiction, a 7.5-inch-long, penis-shaped
vibrator that features a ‘freakish’ variety of patterns of thrust, rotation and
vibration. Just in time for trade show season to begin, Garofalo says The
Naked Addiction – a toy recently dubbed ‘the freak’ by BMS for its wild
movement abilities – is something you’ve really got to see to believe.
The team also debuted a refreshing pop of Spring color with new
additions in the Bullet Point and Cocktails product lines. If you aren’t
already, Garofalo invites EAN readers to get reacquainted with BMS this
year and explore what Canada’s premier pleasure manufacturer can
bring to the European market.

Since we last caught up with BMS, what
new and exciting things have happened
for your company and team?
Ally Garofalo: As you know, BMS strives
to provide the very best products in the
sexual wellness industry with quality
products, which has in turn built us a
reputation that stands as unique in the
minds of our clients. At head office,
everyone injects their own expertise when
it comes to the development of each new
product, and by being a part of the overall
process, it makes every launch very
exciting for us. For example, with our
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latest penis-shaped vibrator from Naked
Addiction, the whole team was hands-on-deck
to produce a product that was really meant for
anyone, from a novice beginner to the most
experienced sex toy user. We promise when
you see this ‘freaking’ amazing addition, you’ll
want to get your hands on it, too. But, more on
that a bit later. In our marketing department, we
are making huge strides towards stronger
digital initiatives and tactical strategies. We
want every product to have as much information as possible so clients everywhere can
make well-informed decisions. One example
that speaks to this is the implementation of
360-degree views for each new item on our
website, so interested buyers can get up-close
and personal with a product before they even
hold it!

How has the company fared over the last
tumultuous and unpredictable year? Did BMS
have to dodge any Covid curve balls, or were
sales through the roof due to lock downs - or
maybe a little bit of both?
Ally: We’d be lying if we told you that BMS
didn’t have to pivot to adjust to the ‘new normal’
of day-to-day operations. However, we have
been resilient to the obstacles faced by many in
the past year or so, and I’m pleased to say that
we are very thankfully thriving. I’d like to think
that with most of the world still at home with not
much else to do, they are turning to seeking out
self care options through pleasure, and that’s
where we come in to save the day! We’re
probably not alone, as we’re sure most of the
industry has echoed sentiments about the
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current trends
as well. Orders
are still flowing through
and we’re still taking each one
with care as we were previously. With that being
said, however, we have noticed some delays
with shipments, as it is taking longer to receive
stock. With the cooperation and patience of our
team and our valued business partners, we’ve
been successful with fulfillment and ensuring our
clients’ needs are met. In fact, in speaking to the
supposed sudden surge in demand for adult
novelties, we have seen an increase of sales on
all levels of our business. In-house at our office
in Ontario, Canada, we’re fully staffed and
following public health guidelines closely to
ensure the safety of everyone. It’s paramount
that our staff operate in a safe work environment. Besides, being present and working
throughout the pandemic has been a delightful
escape, acting as a great deterrent from the
negativity of the news and media outlets.

How did BMS stay connected to the industry
last year? Did you take any new or additional
steps to stay top-of-mind while travel was put
on pause?
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Ally: While Steve Bannister, the captain of the
ship here at BMS, misses his travels, his office
in China and all the social aspects of working in
the industry, he’s always been a firm believer in
staying connected to our clients, even if it
means virtually. He’s ingrained in the team to
always anticipate the needs or questions of our
clients. We’re staying connected to our industry
simply by providing more knowledge on
products than any of our competitors, and it
didn’t take a pandemic for this mindset to take
shape. By equipping our product listings with
as much information and by being so attentive
- whether that’s through email, phone or via
virtual chats - it mitigates doubt, or question
which results in time being spent sending an
email. We understand that time is precious and
one thing that makes BMS different from others
is that we make that conscious effort to ensure
you can confidently make informed decisions
about our products.

Pandemic be damned, BMS has managed
to release some new pleasure products as
of late. What new toys have you
debuted, and why are they
particularly awesome?

Ally: To really see the full scope of what BMS
has to offer, we are encouraging everyone to
head over to our website at www.bmsfactory.
com. Right now, here are our top three new
items: The hottest BMS item at the moment is
The Naked Addiction 7.5” Thrusting, Rotating
and Vibrating Penis-Shaped Vibrator. It is not like
anything you’ve ever seen before – because it
can do all three functions simultaneously or
independently. It comes equipped with a remote
for hands-free play, a strong suction cup (which
is also harness-friendly) and is finished with a
high-grade silicone meant to last over time and
use. This premium product is a hot commodity
right now and rightfully so – the sheer realism
paired with the dynamic functionality is a match
made in heaven. For fun, we call this guy ‘The
Freak’ because of its unique movements paired
with the premium-made, body-safe materials.
Our next best item happens to be our newest,
and most competitively priced bullet. The Bullet
Point is a 4” pointed bullet with 10 functions,
USB charging capabilities, and is available in
four colours (Black, Pink, Purple and Teal). Its
design is unique for producing pinpointed
pleasure, and its price can’t be beat! For
simplicity, functionality and style, you can’t go
wrong with this amazing product! After all,
there’s a reason BMS started out as ‘the bullet
king.’ We’ve done it again and we’re taking the
industry by storm, 4 inches at a time! Our third
item(s) are the Cocktails by Addiction – our line
of beautifully pastel-coloured vertical dongs
(without balls). These delightful dongs are hot
sellers, particularly with our distributors in North
America, and have made us forget about our
worries, wishing we were somewhere on a
beach with a drink in hand. They’re made from
100% silicone, which has become a signature
and very likable trait of the Addiction line.

What have customers - whether end consumers or clients or both - shown particular
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What’s coming up next for BMS? Do you have
anything we can excitedly anticipate this year?

appreciation for? What compliments has your
team received while serving your colleagues
and clients this year?
Ally: Steve says, ‘why did BMS make this
product?’ and the answer to this is quite
simple. BMS puts tons of passion into
product development, which then translates into enhancing the quality of the
product, and how the end-consumer
interacts with it. For example, we ensure
that our products are made from body-safe
materials and are extremely user-friendly.
By getting down to the basics and getting
inside the minds of end-consumers, that’s
what our clients appreciate about us and
keep coming back for more. Take any
product, such as a dong, and ask yourself,
‘what’s so special about this?
Everyone manufactures
them.’ Where BMS stands as
a clear front-runner compared
to competitors with a generic
item is the behind-the-scenes
action that went into the
making of the product. If you
look at our Naked Addiction
line as an example, you’ll be
pleasantly surprised by what
the products can do and how
you can interact with it. They’re
not just regular dongs, but premium vibrators
taken to a whole new level! Our product
development team gave this entire line a
thorough process from start to finish and
wanted the end result to be an ultra-realistic,
unparalleled experience not previously provided
in the industry. Trust us when we say, even in our
e-commerce division, which doesn’t see tons of
social traffic online, received multiple 5-star
reviews from earlier models from the Naked
Addiction line. That speaks volume to why
clients and end-consumers equally love us.
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Ally: The LUX Active line is a total brand revamp
from its original – and we’re very excited to finally
launch the new line this Spring. What can you
expect from LUX Active? This luxury-meets-athleisure brand features powerhouse products that
combine advanced body-safe materials and
superior motors to provide active pleasure for
everybody. And, what’s an all-star product
without a beautiful way to display it? The LUX
Active line will also be accompanied with display
options for retail stores so consumers can
interact and learn more about products before
purchasing.

Where does the future of the industry
lie? How do you believe we’ll keep
evolving to meet consumers’ needs?

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

Ally: At the end of the day, the future
of BMS lies within the overall
reflection of our products - as the
quality speaks for itself, which in turn
reflects our sales. The quality standards at BMS narrow down to power
and function. When a product is
integrated with PowerBullet technology, we are proud to guarantee our
customers top-notch power and quality product
in their hands. As time progresses, we are
constantly evolving, and our products are getting
even better, especially with our motors. For
discreet purposes, our motors have gotten
quieter, and our clients have been pleasantly
surprised as a result. We are always listening to
our clients’ requests as we work towards finding
solutions and improving items for the end
consumer. We are a trailblazing company hailing
from Canadian soil to bring quality to the sexual
wellness industry.
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I guess we are one of the companies that
has grown despite of the corona crisis
Basi c I nst in c t c o n ti n u e s a l o n g gr o w th tr a j e cto ry
Congratulations on the new offices in the
old town of Stockholm! So, Basic Instinct
is growing even during the corona crisis?
Sophia Nystrand: Yes, it’s an amazing
spot. Creative, light, and with lots of cool
tech companies around. I guess we are
one of the companies that has grown
despite of the corona crisis.

When you started your company, you
were on your own. How is Basic Instinct
structured today?
Sophia: I am still the sole owner of the company and CEO. It has been beneficial to be
able to make fast decisions regarding strategic moves and business developments.

What brands does Basic Instinct sell at
the moment? And what criteria come into
play when you look for new brands to add
to your assortment?

With its modern corporate structures and a selection of popular
brands, Swedish distributor Basic Instinct has achieved continuous
growth throughout the past few years. EAN had the opportunity to
talk with Sophia Nystrand, CEO of Basic Instinct, about the company’s success and the ongoing digitisation of the market. Of course,
we also touch upon Sweden’s special policy in the face of coronavirus and its effects on the sex toy business.
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Sophia: Elvie Trainer, B Swish, Satisfyer,
Tickler, Rianne S, Tenga/Iroha, Laid,
Viamax, and Swede. We choose brands
based on long-term partnerships, quality
assurance, our customers’ demands,
popularity, and some intuition.

Let’s talk about growth. Over the years,
there’s only been one way for you, and
that was up. What is the reason for
this success?
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“WE A R E A N EW KIN D OF ON LIN E DIST RIBUTION C OMPANY W ITH A SAL E S FORC E ,
I N -H OUS E CON T E N T MAN A GEMEN T, A N D W E ARE DE FINITE LY E XPE RTS OF THE
N O RD I C MA R K E TS. ”
SOPHIA NYSTRAND

Sophia: I think one of the key reasons is again
the ability to make fast decisions combined
with a very high service level, advanced digital
solutions, and a focus on offering the best
products for our customers.

Many people have said that the distribution
business is not fit for the future. How do you respond to such statements? Why does it make
sense for manufacturers and retailers to work
with you as a distributor?
Sophia: We are a new kind of online distribution company with a sales force, in-house content management, and we are definitely experts
of the Nordic markets.

It is undeniable that today’s distribution business has different requirements, challenges,
etc. than it did years ago. What are the most
significant differences in your work as a distributor now compared to the time when Basic
Instinct was founded?
Sophia: The digitisation! I have one person
working with master data management, and we
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are working hard nowadays, gathering all sorts
of data from our suppliers to be able to launch
new products for our mainstream customers.

Basic Instinct is not just active in the traditional adult market, but also in the mainstream
market. To what extent have these two markets
already merged?
Sophia: I think mainstream retailers now go for
more advanced stuff in their Sex & Wellbeing
categories, and the adult retailers try to be
more ‘house-trained’ (as we say in Swedish).
So, I guess they will soon meet in the middle.

The sex toy market seems to be benefiting
from the corona pandemic - do you agree with
this statement? If so, what do you see as the
reasons for this development?
Sophia: The online business has definitively
increased during the pandemic, and older people started to be online more, discovering sex
& wellbeing. Also, the lack of activities makes
people think more about sex, and they certainly
have more time to explore.
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Is this a development that will have a
positive impact on the sex toy market in
the long term or is the high-demand only
temporary in nature?
Sophia: I am sure we have reached lots of
new target groups so demand will continue
to be strong, but it will stabilise.

“ I AM SURE W E HAV E

RE AC HE D LOTS OF NE W
TARGE T GROUPS SO

DE MAND W IL L C ONTINUE
TO BE STRONG, BUT IT
W IL L STABIL ISE .”
SOPHIA NYSTRAND

Sweden opted for a ‘special approach’
during the corona crisis, with no shutdowns
or similar measures. Are bricks and mortar
retailers doing well then, or have they still
lost customers to e-commerce? Is the fear
in people’s minds perhaps causing many to
avoid bricks and mortar stores, even if they
are open?
Sophia: Sweden (still) has a lot of restrictions, but we haven’t had lockdowns.
People have been recommended to stay
at home, not to for shopping unless it’s
necessary, and only to socialize with the
ones you live with, etc. This has absolutely
affected the bricks and mortar retail business.
The customers have chosen to buy online
instead of going to stores, so if you don’t
have an online shop, it’s been very tough
to manage the situation.
150
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The coronavirus pandemic has vastly accelerated

the growth of our market, rather than initiated it
Sarah Po ol e o n th e p o s t- p a n d e m i c s e x to y ma rket

We’re not out of the woods yet, but
many people are already wondering
what’s in store for our market once the
corona crisis is fully and finally behind
us. Lovehoney’s National Account
Manager, Sarah Poole, shares her
prediction in this EAN interview, and
without giving too much away, she is
rather optimistic about the post-corona future of the international sex toy
market.

Lovehoney‘s National
Account Manager,
Sarah Poole

If a book is ever written on the history of
the international sex toy market, how
many chapters will the corona crisis fill?
Was it one of the turning points in the
history of our market?
Sarah Poole: As with so many other
longer-term trends, the coronavirus
pandemic has vastly accelerated the
growth of our market, rather than initiated
it. I feel it will be remembered as a
monumental catalyst and over time, the
wider societal acceptance of sexual
wellness products will come through as
an even more compelling factor and take
up even more chapters of the book.

What scenario can we expect after the
pandemic? Will we pick up where we left
off before the corona pandemic? What
will remain of this gold-rush atmosphere
and the increased demand for sex toys
due to lockdowns, quarantines, and social
distancing when we eventually (hopefully)
return to normality?
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Sarah: After a year at home, vaccinations are
on track. Bars, restaurants, and travel are
beginning to open up and so too are dating
opportunities, among singles and couples alike.
Many are predicting a repeat of the roaring
twenties; an era of indulgence, parties and of
course… lots of sex.
In the same way that we didn’t suddenly
become less sexually liberated at the end of the
sixties, I foresee the increased demand will only
continue in a post-pandemic world. Once
something has been de-stigmatised, it’s hard to
make a way back to negative and the unhelpful
attitudes that had previously been a barrier.

Are there signs that the corona crisis has
accelerated the mainstream market’s embrace
of sex toys?
Sarah: I feel we are only starting to see the true
impact the ‘COVID-induced sex toy boom’ has
had on the mainstream. Non-essential retail has
been forced to close for large parts of 2020
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and essential food and pharmacy retailers have
had to focus their efforts on supplying consumers with necessities. That said, a recent study
by Lovehoney found that 52% of people have
become more sexually adventurous in lockdown, so there is an obvious appetite for our
industry. I think the impact will start to become
more apparent in 2021 and beyond, as
mainstream retailers once again are able to
consider expanding the sexual wellness
category, to align with growing customer
interest.
Those retailers who had already embraced the
category before the pandemic began, such as
UK pharmaceutical giants Boots and Superdrug, have definitely seen the biggest impact
and have been able to capitalise on the
growing customer interest.

The corona pandemic has undoubtedly
brought many new consumers to our market.
What has to happen to ensure that they remain
loyal customers in the long run?
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Sarah: Retailers need to continue to make the
process of buying sexual wellness products feel
normal, healthy and not something to be
ashamed of, and one of the best ways to do
this is through social media marketing. Ours
and many other adult brand’s social media
pages are a hub of pleasure positivity, where
we have built a community of people who are
having open conversations and sharing their
knowledge on sexual wellbeing.
Although sex toys will certainly be more
accepted in this post-pandemic world, some
groups of people will remain hesitant, and
stigma will still exist. We need to be debunking
the myths both on and offline and educate
others into thinking of sex toys as the sexual
aids they are.
Manufacturers and brands also need to
continue to deliver on product quality and
safety compliance, to ensure the user experience lives up to hype.

What would happen if the corona crisis causes
a recession that affects the consumer climate,?
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“ BRIC K AND MORTAR
RE TAIL E RS SHOUL D

E NC OURAGE FOOTFAL L
INTO THE IR STORE S
THROUGH IN- STORE

ONLY OFFE RS, W INDOW

DISPL AY S, V IP PRE V IE W S
AND SHOPPING E V E NTS.”
SARAH POOLE

Sarah: We know that
financially the pandemic has
left some consumers with
more disposable income,
but on the flipside, many
others are finding themselves under significant
financial pressure, which will
reduce their ability to spend
on discretionary items. The
sexual wellbeing angle is key
here, though. Consumers
who view investing in
pleasure products as an
essential way of supporting
their wellness needs are
most likely to prioritise
investment, even if funds
are stretched.

The lockdowns have hit bricks and mortar
retail shops hard in many European countries.
What are the prospects for the retail trade
when shops are allowed to open again?
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“ ON CE S OMETH IN G H AS BEEN DE-

S TI G M ATISED, IT ’S H A RD TO MAKE A WAY
B A CK TO N EGATIVE AN D TH E UN HE L PFUL

AT TI T UDES TH AT H AD P REVIOUSLY BE E N A
B A R R I ER. ”
SARAH POOLE

Sarah: The good news is that many shoppers
will be keen to get back into physical stores,
embracing the novelty after such a long period
of closures. Brick and mortar stores will be able
to showcase product categories which are more
difficult to trade online, such as luxury, sensory
items. Consumers are far more likely to invest in
these types of products in person, after they
have seen or touched them first.
I also expect lingerie to be a huge focus too,
once we are able to try things on again.

E-commerce has been growing rapidly for years,
and it seems that the corona pandemic has
acted like an afterburner on this growth. How
should the bricks and mortar retail position itself
to stand up to this powerful competition?
Sarah: Though the benefits of online shopping
are known, the ‘experimental’ shopping
experience which so many consumers crave can
only be achieved much more easily by visiting
physical stores. Brick and mortar retailers should
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encourage footfall into their stores through
in-store only offers, window displays, VIP
previews and shopping events.

How is Lovehoney approaching the post-corona
phase? How will you respond to the challenges
ahead?
Sarah: After a challenging and uncertain year for
brick and mortar, Lovehoney B2B are keen to
support these retailers as much as we can. We
offer a wide range of Point Of Sale solutions and
are keen to engage with retailers planning
special in-store events.
We are also working hard behind the scenes to
ensure we have great availability across our portfolio of products, so we can cope well when
demand fluctuates. Plus, we have some exciting
new products and ranges in development, to
ensure there is something new to excite and
encourage consumers to continue their sexual
wellness journey in the post-pandemic climate.
Watch this space!
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We like to break rules
Fe m al e -foc u s e d , a d u l t m e e t- u p br a n d K i l l i n g Kittens la unch es a n a p p f o r lo ng-dista nce gro up lo ve

Sex educators and adults-only event organizers seem to all agree
upon (at least) one must-do during these crazy, Covid days:
having a socially-distanced orgy. Even if you’re more of a
one-on-one type of person, the gorgeous and horny folks at
Killing Kittens won’t discriminate. This rather interestingly
titled adult business is taking sex-ed and intimate meetups to a different kind of champagne room. Contrary
to the company’s title, the Killing Kittens company
isn’t murdering anything here; except, well, long-held
stereotypes against bisexual and other queer identities
seeking a place to meet, greet and (possibly) screw.
Prior to Covid, the company organized
private events in international cities like
London, their home base, and Los
Angeles, where women could safely
and discreetly meet up with other
women and couples for some
eighteen-plus play. Hosting a
real, live orgy in the midst of
the virus crisis was obviously
no longer an option, so this
events business created a
new kind of social media
app aimed at bringing
bisexual fantasies
straight to consumers’
phones. Emma Sayle,
CEO of Killing
Kittens, speaks
with EAN on
adapting the
premier, adult
women’s
curiosity
club into an
online haven
of exploration.
Emma Sayle,
CEO of Killing Kittens
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“WE H AVE CREATE D A SPAC E THAT OFFE RS A NE W DIGITAL

ADVERTIS IN G HOME FOR ADULT BRANDS SUC H AS SE X TOY
BRAN DS A N D SE XUAL W E L L NE SS C RE ATORS.”
E M M A S AY L E

Social platforms and event spaces for adultsonly sexual exploration are growing quickly
in number. For those readers who aren’t yet
familiar with your brand, what has Killing Kittens
uniquely added to this sector of the sexual
wellness space?
Emma Sayle: Killing Kittens is a female
empowerment brand, set up as an IRL (In
Real Life) events company in 2005 that put
female sexuality at its core. Our adult events,
both online and IRL, offer a safe space for
women (single women and f/f m/f couples)
to enjoy exploring their sexuality with no
judgment. We have, for some time, offered an
online chat facility for our members around
the world (190K and counting). In November
we finally launched our long-awaited adult
social network and app, which had been over
3 years in development. We already have
90K downloads. Whereas our events are only
open to women and couples, the KK digital
network and app offers chat and dating for
men and women, singles and couples, as
well as sex education and access to our IRL
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and online events and workshops. The KK
network and app were built from the ground
up. We created the platform so that it would
be incredibly safe to use - there are no screen
grabs. We also wanted our core USP to be
part of our online DNA and so gender balance
is observed, all members must be verified and
there are moderators to keep things fun and
safe for our members, especially our female
members. We also offer a unique digital
advertising space for our partner Adult Safe
for Work brands who often find it impossible
to advertise online. As we control our own
social network, we can offer highly precise
and targeted digital advertising direct to
our members for fellow Adult Safe for Work
brands such as sex toys, sex education,
lingerie and alcohol and erotica without any
of the red tape.

A question you’ve undoubtedly been asked
many times before, why did the company
choose the name ‘Killing Kittens’ to represent
their mission and offerings?

I N T E R V I E W

OUR ADULT E V E NTS, BOTH O NLI NE
AND IRL , OFFE R A SAFE SPA CE

FOR W OME N TO E NJOY E XPLO R I NG
THE IR SE XUAL ITY W ITH NO
JUDGME NT.”
E M M A S AY L E

Emma Sayle: Killing Kittens is slang for female
masturbation, as it’s said that when a woman
comes, God kills a kitten! When I first came up
with the name for the business, I had been in
Ibiza at a three day celebrity wedding. It was
there I first heard the term ‘Killing Kittens.’ I
was drawn to it because of its ambiguity and
its edginess and its reference to the pursuit of
female sexual pleasure. I do not like to play by
the rules, especially as a female CEO working
in the sex and sex-tech industry and so having
a name like Killing Kittens reflects much about
both me and the essence of the Killing Kittens
brand. We like to break rules.

What is the company’s new Killing Kittens
app adding to their repertoire? What new
opportunities can members find on the app that
are new or more adventurous and exciting?
Emma Sayle: The app is part of the larger
social network. There are groups for our digital
members - both singles and couples - to meet
and flirt, to chat and swap messages and
videos. There are several levels for the groups
from those for members who have just joined
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and want to ‘dip their toe in’ to groups for our
more advanced KK members who are up for
anything. We also have groups for women only,
a group for guys to chat about sex and ask
questions, we have kink groups and also local
groups for members - London and UK North,
Ireland, Manchester, USA and Australia so you
can hook up with nearby members. There is
also access to all our workshops and tickets to
our KK events which are open to couples and
kittens (women).

How are members using the app to interact
while unable to meet in-person or attend KK
group events?
Emma Sayle: The group chats are packed with
messages and videos - in December alone there
were 625K messages sent. The groups also
provide the warm up for those girls and couples
who are attending our workshops - which are
currently being held online - as well as our KK
Your House Party, which are held every week online adult parties held via zoom which began
the world trend for the ‘zorgy’ - so far we have
welcomed over 2000 guests worldwide since
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lock down began in March 2020. The members
say it’s like having ‘an orgy in your pocket’ as
things can get pretty dirty in the chat rooms
despite the lack of in-person and group events.

What can a more shy, inexperienced
member find within the KK app? How does
KK help newbies navigate the world of
cyber sex and erotic (now digital-only)
meet-ups?
Emma Sayle: As mentioned, we have lots
of different level groups - so newbies do
not need to worry! There’s Kurious, which
is a mixed group for couples and singles
and Vanilla, which both keep things nice
and easy. There’s groups for singles only
and couples only, and also one called Kitten
Play for single girls only, and one for Silvers
for the over-40-somethings hot up in the Filth
and Filthy Flirts groups; and the Kinky group
does exactly what it says on the tin!

Besides adventurous or kinky folks seeking
a good time, who else is KK inviting into
their digital space? How will sex toy brands,
sex educators and other sexual wellness
professionals fit in and interact?
Emma Sayle: We have created a space that
offers a new digital advertising home for adult
brands such as sex toy brands and sexual
wellness creators. We can pin-point their
advertising to a targeted and highly active
audience which other platforms cannot offer.
We do not get caught up in the red tape of
Google and Facebook as we run our own
social network so we can offer a truly nonjudgmental adult offer. We do not allow porn or
cam sites, so Adult Safe for Work brands can
operate in an entirely transparent manner.
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How will KK be using their app and events
opportunities (whether digital-only or inperson in the future) to further interact with the
pleasure products industry? Is there anything
else you’d like to share with the B2B side of the
sexual wellness space?
Emma Sayle: We will return to running IRL
events as and when we can. These will run
alongside our virtual events, which although
set up out of necessity last year, have become
popular in their own right, offering our
members access to our world at a time and in
a manner that suits them, for example, entirely
flexible and can be all done from the comfort
of their own homes. Moving forward with the
app and network, we would like to work with
sexual wellness brands, sexual educators and
any Adult Safe for Work brands whose brand
principles align with ours. We have worked
hard to create a safe consensual and fun
space for adults who enjoy sex, who want to
learn more about sex and want to connect
with others around the world who enjoy the
same lifestyle choices. This goes for both our
live and our virtual events and workshops. We
want to create a network of members and
partner brands who help to continue to take
that message onward and upwards around
the world.

This interview
is contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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The main reason why more and more consumers

buy condoms online has little to do with corona
T he c o nd om m a r k e t a n d th e c o r o n a c r i s i s

Marco Gehlken,
head of marketing
and distribution at
CPR GmbH

Demand in sex toys has
gone up as a result of
the corona-related social
distancing measures. The
situation in the condom
market is quite different,
however, as we learn from
Marco Gehlken, head of
marketing and distribution
at CPR GmbH - the biggest
condom producer in
Europe. In our interview
with Marco, we discuss
trends and developments,
and we talk about
necessary changes that
need to happen in bricks
and mortar stores.

How has the corona pandemic affected
the condom market? Has demand
gone up as a result of lockdowns, social
distancing, etc.?
Marco Gehlken: No, certainly not. With
brothels being closed, there went a big
chunk of your guaranteed sales. Demand
in the ‚civilian market‘ hasn’t gone up
either. If anything, there has been a shift
toward online sales channels.

The e-commerce segment has certainly
benefitted from the corona crisis.
However, pharmacies, drugstores, and
supermarkets didn’t have to close, even
during the lockdown periods. Didn’t that
help with condom sales at all?
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Marco Gehlken: You are right, but
the main reason why more and more
consumers buy condoms online has
very little to do with corona. For one,
there is a general trend toward online
shopping that transcends individual
markets, and when it comes to
condoms, there is also another
factor: Online shops offer a much
wider variety of products than you
could fit on a store shelf. This goes for
both, different kinds of condoms and
different pack sizes. The consumers
have specific expectations that are
only becoming more important to
them as time goes on - things such
as condom sizes and sustainable
products that are made fairly, vegan,
and climate-neutral.
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Throughout the corona crisis, we have often
heard about changes in consumer behaviour,
with people being more interested in sustainable
and organic products. Do you see those same
changes in the condom market?
Marco Gehlken: Absolutely, but I don’t think
that is a result of corona. Rather, it is a sign of a
general change taking place right now.

Has the corona crisis sped up any
developments that already existed in the
condom market? Has it been a disruptive force
in that regard?
Marco Gehlken: As I mentioned before, I
don’t see any correlation between corona and
those kinds of developments within the market.
People generally want more transparency and
sustainability, and they have every right to do
so. We only need to be careful about ‚greenwashing.‘ Companies that make wrongful
sustainability claims need to be weeded
out quickly because they undermine the
importance of the issue and the credibility of
all other brands.

Today, we see a lot of products - across many
markets - that are tailormade to fit specific
needs, wishes, and requirements among
consumers. How have condom producers
responded to this trend?
Marco Gehlken: Being a mid-sized, ownermanaged company, we are
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Demand for vegan
condoms quickly
continues to grow

fortunately nimble enough to respond to
changes in the market very quickly. Our
management has always been very committed,
they are not afraid of new ideas, and they are
ready to make quick decisions if necessary.
Identifying and adopting nascent trends is vital
to our success. Therefore, we offer a wide range
of products.

Many people still believe that, at the end of the
day, a condom is a condom, no matter its colour
or texture or packaging. How do you deal with
this preconceived notion? Is it a problem for the
condom market that there is very little room for
real innovation in this segment?
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Marco Gehlken: We are a producer and
distributor of first-party and third-party brands,
nationally as well as internationally – with many
of our own brands being way ahead of other,
traditional brands. And we run our own online
condom shop for those brands, first-party and
third-party. Therefore, we have a pretty good
idea of what is going on in the market, and we
are more than happy to share these insights with
our customers and offer them in-depth advice.
So, if your readers are interested in working with
us, we’d love to hear from them and have a
noncommittal chat.

Marco Gehlken: Those notions have largely
changed. Of course, top-quality and the label
‚MADE IN GERMANY‘ have always been very
important to our customers. But today, people
know that there are big differences beyond that.
Not all condoms are the same. Take vegan, for
instance. It is not just a trend, it is a segment
unto itself, and a very important segment at
that. What about sustainability? That should be
important to us all, and as you can see in most
markets, the consumers want it, demand it.
Also, having different condom sizes is not just
a good idea, it is a necessity. And even within
'The Crazy Monkey
Condoms‘ offer
different flavours,
textures, and sizes
to create more variety in the bedroom

“ THE SAL E S V OL UME

W IL L RE MAIN STABL E

AND THE SE GME NTS THAT
ARE GAINING MOME NTU M
RIGHT NOW W IL L

C ONTINUE TO GROW.“
MARCO GEHLKEN

these parameters, there is still enough room for
us develop creative concepts - things that will
benefit the users and make their sex lives better.
That is an important element, and we must
never lose sight of it.Fortunately, every innovation
is given a chance in today’s market, thanks to
the e-commerce segment and the producers’
own b2c sales channels.

Now, let’s dust off that old crystal ball and test
our clairvoyance skills. How will the condom
market develop throughout the next few years?
Marco Gehlken: I predict that the sales volume
will remain stable and that the segments that are
gaining momentum right now will continue to
grow - which is a great thing for us.

What advice do you have for retailers e-commerce as well as bricks-and-mortar?
How can they maximise condom sales?
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KushKards are colorful, clever, fun, and

unique greeting cards for the cannabis enthusiast
Laure n Mie l e c r e a te s a u n i q u e n e w p r o d u c t to p ush reta ilers into th e lucra tive ca nna bis sp a ce

Lauren Miele, founder
and CEO of KushCards
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Ready or not, there‘s a not-so-new
kid in town in adult retail: cannabis.
No, seriously. If you‘re not
incorporating cannabis-themed
products into your product line-up,
you‘re missing out on the next big
thing in the sexual wellness space.
With or without the plant parts
you can smoke, eat or drink – all
depending on your local legalities,
of course – company founder
Lauren Miele has your ticket to
consumer toke town. Miele created
KushKards, a line of greeting cards
that cater to all cannabis lovers.
For legal smoke shops, KushKards
can arrive with a bit of stoner
humor word play (like ‚Just saying
high!”) and a rolled joint, all ready
to go up in smoke. If cannabis
isn‘t yet legal in your corner of the
world, KushKards can still provide
all sorts of silly stoner jokes,
sans any actual cannabis flower.
According to Miele, it‘s all about
getting your feet into an insanely
profitable door. And let‘s face it,
even if cannabis isn‘t legal in your
state or country, there are still
plenty of people using it behind
locked doors. Either way, cannabis
and all its leaf-emblazoned coproducts have infiltrated the sex
toy market, and sales are only
going to explode from here. In
her first interview with the adult
trade, Lauren Miele spreads the
gospel of the cannabis lifestyle and
encourages European retailers to
join the US in bringing KushKards
to customers everywhere.
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“ I P R E D I CT CA N N ABIS -TH EMED P RODUC TS ARE AL RE ADY MAKING A SMAL L
I M PA CT I N THE A DULT IN DUS T RY AN D W IL L BE C OME THE NE W NORM.”
LAUREN MIELE

learned everything to start my business. I
became knowledgeable in the product development and big box retailer‘s space. I then took
my learnings and brought it to the cannabis retail
space and then to the adult industry.

Tell us a little bit about your background,
especially in the cannabis or adult retail
spaces. How did you end up starting your
own business?
Lauren Miele: High! My name is Lauren
Miele, Founder + CEO of KushKards, the first
Cannabis Greeting Card where one can strike
a match and light what is attached. My line of
Stoner Stationery started back in 2013 when
there was a need to gift Cannabis and no way
to do it. I created a niche market of Cannabis
Gifting for the young professionals like myself
looking for the perfect gift with a lift. I graduated
The Fashion Institute of Technology with a BA
in Home Products Development, moving on to
become a Fashion Bath Accessory Designer.
Within my early professional career is where I
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Why did you choose cannabis as your business
focus? Why is this market sector SO important
and trendy right now, especially within the sex
toy and sexual wellness spaces?
Lauren: Cannabis is an important part of my
life and I call myself a KushKard because I love
Kush and cards, so the merge was natural.
This market sector is important because it is an
industry that is making an impact on health and
well-being. With the vast majority of states [in
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What exactly is a KushKard? Tell us about your
product line and what makes it unique.

the US] having medical marijuana legalized, it
is the cure to pain and the light to people’s day.
I hope Cannabis becomes more than a trend
but a lifestyle and that is what I am working
very hard to do. I believe cannabis is becoming
popular in the sex toy and sexual wellness
spaces because most retailers are looking to
reach a new demographic of customers and let
the stoners be it. Bringing in a unique product
like KushKards gives retailers a fun way to
introduce or add to a 420-Friendly section.
The ‚high-dea‘ struck years ago when the
need to gift cannabis was curiously devoid
of innovation and the thought of traveling to
the local pharmacy to flip through out-dated
greeting cards was bore-ing. So, I began
making the first Kushkards by rolling blunts and
sewing them to paper in the form of initials,
numbers, and ornaments to spell out festive
greetings. On Christmas 2013, the first ever
Kushkard was born - and first sight made
everything right. The journey of cannabisthemed greeting cards began!
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Lauren: KushKards are colorful, clever, fun,
and unique greeting cards for the cannabis
enthusiast. In our technology driven world,
people have an even greater appreciation for
thoughtful, handwritten tokens of love and
appreciation, making KushKards the perfect
present. KushKards are different from your
everyday store-bought variety, especially
since they always have what you need - a
unique spot on each card to insert a pre-rolled
[cannabis flower] item of your choosing or a
one-hitter [mini cannabis pipe] included, and
a complimentary match striker located on
the bottom that can be repeatedly used. The
recipient of your KushKard will never have to
search for a lighter to enjoy their treat!
KushKards was named ‚The Hallmark of
Marijuana‘ by Herb.co and Merry Jane
magazine - all because stoners love greeting
cards, too! Typical greeting cards don’t offer
‚High Wishes‘ on birthdays, or an everyday
card to ‚Just Say High,‘ or a sympathy
card so together you can ‚Smoke About It.‘
KushKards merge the cannabis and gift giving
communities in a truly unique and creative way.
With more than 20 different types of occasions
to celebrate, KushKards makes it easy to
choose the perfect greeting. We conveniently
offer multi-card packs and curated packs of
KushKard bestsellers.

Are you currently working with any wholesale
clients in the pleasure industry or otherwise
hoping to connect with the B2B sector?
Lauren: I have secured placement in The
Museum of Sex [in New York City], A Touch
of Romance/Lovers, Condom World, Fairvilla,
Lovers Lane and Enchantasys. With the help of
attending trade shows, SOS Distribution and
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as many retail locations in Jamaica. I plan to
expand internationally with the introduction of
a few language-themed cards and/or themed
around each culture. We can customize and
type of card to fit any retailer‘s aesthetic.

How do you anticipate that cannabis-themed
products will interact with the sex toy space
in the coming years? Will cannabis products
and novelties become the new norm for adult
retailers?
Lauren: I predict cannabis-themed products
are already making a small impact in the adult
industry and will become the new norm. I think
when the US legalizes federally, adult stores will
be racing to add cannabis-themed products to

Lauren‘s products are
currently sold in the
USA, Canada, Jamaica
and Australia

“ K U SH KA RDS MERGE TH E CANNABIS AND GIFT GIV ING C OMMUNITIE S IN A
T R U LY UN IQUE AN D CREATIVE WAY.”
LAUREN MIELE

their stores. I thank the ones who have jumped
on this ‚trend/lifestyle‘ now are smart to be
ahead of the game.

Kathy Ziegler of Kheper Games, I was able to
introduce my cannabis-themed products to
the Adult Industry. I am hoping to secure adult
distributors and increase store placement.
There is much opportunity here and I hope
retailers see it sooner than later.

Are Kush Cards available for purchase
internationally as well? How will you be
expanding to serve the European market?
Lauren: KushKards are available internationally
with distribution in Canada and Australia as well
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How are you expanding your business in
the near future? What can customers look
forward to?

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Lauren: I plan to extend my business by
adding in new Stoner themed Stationery with
Polka Pot pencil pouches and themed pencils.
There will also be a full line of Adult themed
cards called #smokeme and language cards.
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Women and other vulva owners can

derive many benefits from using the G-Scale
H ot Oc t o pu s s u nv e i l s th e w o r l d ‘ s f i r s t s c i e n ce-ba cked o rga sm ba ro meter – th e G-Sca le
How did you come
up with the idea of
measuring female
orgasms?
Julia Margo: We’ve
been aware of the
lack of scientific research into women’s
sexuality and have
always wanted to do
our part to change
that. With the development of KURVE
we saw the opportunity to contribute to
the field in a meaningful way. Dr.
Nan is a prominent
neuroscientist whose
Julia Margo,
co-founder and COO
work we admire
of Hot Octopuss
greatly. We knew
she’d already broken
Hot Octopuss have worked
ground by measuring orgasms in her
with Dr. Nan Wise, a
fMRI lab using a self-reporting model to
renowned sex therapist,
get the most accurate data for her studneuroscientist, and author,
ies. So when she accepted our proposal
to create the G-Scale - a
of the G-Scale collaboration, we were
sexual Richter scale that
absolutely delighted.
measures the intensity of
female orgasms. Julia Margo, co-founder and COO
Was there or is there comparable inof Hot Octopuss, tells us
formation that provides similar data on
everything there is to know
the intensity of female orgasms as your
about the G-Scale in this
G-Scale?
EAN interview.
Julia: No, not really. There were ‘scientific investigations’ which centered on
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circumstances and techniques but left
the actual person’s experience out of
the equation. And Dr. Nan’s work has
shown that self-reporting is hands down
the best way to get accurate information when measuring the intensity of an
orgasm. This is the first known scale that
has been designed for use by the public
and we’re incredibly excited about that.

Of course, the non-expert wonders if
orgasms can be measured at all?
Julia: Yes, but the question is are we
measuring the right factors. Traditionally
scientists have focused only on metrics
like blood pressure, heart rate, muscle
tension and pelvic floor contractions.
But Dr. Nan revolutionized the field of
sexuality research when she discovered that empirical measurements did
not consistently line up with the person’s quality of experience.

You call the G-Scale the world’s first
science-backed orgasm barometer. What
scientific findings and data is it based on?
Julia: The G-Scale is based on the
scientific findings of Dr. Nan’s research
lab. They historically published several
studies about how genitals connect with
the sensory and reward centers of the
brain. Their research proved that other
areas of the body, such as the nipples,
activate the same area of the brain as
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“E T J U S TO D U O D O LO R E S
E T E A R E B U M AT V E R O
E O S E T A C C U !“
AUTOR

genital sensation. They mapped the neural
connection between the G-spot and the
sensory receptors in the brain. Dr. Nan’s team
also discovered that people are able to activate the pleasure zones of the brain just
by thinking about their genitals being stimulated. Her studies raised the bar for accuracy and best practices in the field of sexual
research, which gave us complete confidence
in the G-scale’s viability as a science-backed
orgasm barometer.

What are your goals with the G-Scale?
Julia: Our goal with the G-Scale is to empower vulva owners and their partners with
an educational tool that will inspire them to
explore the depths of their pleasure potential
and help them achieve greater satisfaction in
their sex lives.
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The G-Scale - The
world’s first ever
tool for measuring
female orgasms

What benefits can women derive from the
G-Scale? How exactly should women use it to
expand their sexual pleasure potential?
Julia: Women and other vulva owners can
derive many benefits from using the G-Scale.
It serves as a reminder to shift from a goal and
achievement mindset to one of curiosity and
presence. So instead of going to their triedand-true methods for pleasure, the G-scale
is a rally cry for exploring the quality of one’s
experience. A quote from Dr. Nan: ‘The highest
ratings on the G scale come from employing
more regions of our genitals and also enrolling
the mind/brain as a source of paying attention
to the sensations and enhancing the pleasure.’ Overall, physical, mental, and emotional
health all benefit from regular masturbation.
We hope the G-Scale will increase satisfaction
and sex-positivity in vulva owners’ relationships
with themselves and their partners.  
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Both Modality Group and Tickle.Life

resonated with the big picture

Ti c k l e .L i f e jo ins f o rces with Mo da lity Gro up in wo rldwide co nsumer sex -ed survey

Lex Gillon, CEO of
the Modality Group
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When women collaborate, great things happen
everywhere for sexual freedom. Tickle.Life, the
India-based sex-ed web resource, and Modality Group, a data consulting agency, have put
their heads together to create a broad-reaching survey designed to inform and inspire
pleasure professionals. Co-founded by Shakun
Sethi, Tickle.Life is a women-centric, safe
online environment to talk about all things sex,
sexuality and gender inclusivity without judgment or lack of privacy. Their website hosts a
community of sex-ed resources, sex educators
and practical intimate health advice, aimed
heavily at women and youth with barries to
accurate information. Last February, Sethi and
Tickle.Life went public with their collaboration
with Modality Group, a custom research and
insights agency for the sex industry designed
to help businesses thrive. They call themselves ‘a hotbed of sexual research,’ hence
their compatability with Tickle.Life’s agenda.
Modality CEO and spokesperson Lex Gillon
describes herself as a skilled researcher, strategic planner, project manager and business
analyst. Gillon and Sethi connected over membership on WomenOfSexTech.com, a networking group for female-identifying professionals
in the greater sexual wellness space. In Sethi’s
recent press announcement with EAN, she
says the survey will be focused on how and
when individuals first learned about sex and
sexuality, and how and when they discovered
sex education as adolescents or as adults.
Tickle.Life and Modality Group’s findings will
lay the foundation for a comprehensive sex
education research report to be released in
early spring 2021. While the industry awaits the
results of Sethi and Gillon’s influential survey,
the pair give EAN a peek into consumers’
sexual pasts and futures.
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“OUR GOAL IS TO BREAK THE TABOO ATTACHED

TO SEX AND THAT CAN ONLY HAPPEN IF WE MAKE
THE RIGHT DISCUSSIONS AND INFORMATION

DISCOVERABLE BY THE INDUSTRY TO THE PEOPLE.”
SHAKUN SETH

Modality Group and Tickle.Life resonated with
the big picture.

What aspects of sex-ed experience does the
survey cover? What topics are you hoping your
survey participants will dive into?
Shakun Sethi, CEO and
co-founder of Tickle.Life

How did Tickle.Life get connected with Modality Group? How did this meeting of the minds
end up in the creation of an international sex-ed
survey?
Lex Gillon, CEO, Modality Group: We were
connected via The Women of Sex Tech professional organization, but got to know each other
when Shakun came on my web show, O-Biz.
Shakun had the great idea conduct the sex-ed
survey. As a sex industry business researcher,
what better partner?
Shakun Sethi, founder and CEO, Tickle.Life:
Oh my God, I still remember our first Zoom call.
What really got us into nudging Modality Group
to work with us on the survey together was
her thought process and clarity. Tickle.Life was
developed on the premise that things cannot
change if we do not work together and both
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Gillon: The survey looks at how people learn
about sex throughout their lives. So often our
‘official’ sex-ed stops at merely learning what
sex is. However, sexuality is a growing, living
thing and our unofficial learning shapes each
of our relationships. This survey looks at this
lifelong unofficial sex education.
Sethi: To add to this, we wanted to touch
each and every facet of learning so that the
results could also benefit the industry to plan,
create and take decisions which impact their
customers. Hence, I would say the survey was
designed to be as holistic as possible from
both the people and the industry point of view.

What is the mission behind conducting this survey? What do you hope to bring to the sexual
wellness space with this new information?
Sethi: We want to collate data and have relevant understanding, not from a certain platform
and their traffic, but what exactly is happening
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in the entire environment. As our mission has
been to make discoverability easy for the
people, it becomes important to find what
exactly is happening in the world, hence this
survey not only will be able to provide a good
insight into how people consume and learn
about sexual wellbeing, but what are the major
key roadblocks.

cal support that our platform needs to grow are
also able to cater to the industry and its major
players for over all growth of the industry.

How will Tickle.Life be attacking the challenges
and goals of 2021? What else does your team
have in store for this year?

“TH E SURVEY LOOK S AT HOW PE OPL E L E ARN ABOUT SE X
TH ROUGH OUT TH EIR L IV E S.”
L E X G I L LO N

Thus far, what kind of results are you seeing?
What are your participants telling you about
their youthful experiences with sex education?
Sethi: We do not want to put biases on the
survey data, hence we are waiting for the completion before we evaluate the results better.
Good things take time.

Sethi: In the past month we have launched
the world’s first sex positive podcast hosting. Our SEO service is also being launched
to help other sex positive organisations to be
more visible on search engines and for organic
growth. We will be launching more services as
and when we need them and in return others.
2021 is going to be an exciting year for overall
growth of everything.

How is Tickle.Life working to improve the state
of sex-ed for adults still in desperate need of
education they missed as kids?
Sethi: Our goal is to break the taboo attached
to sex and that can only happen if we make the
right discussions and information discoverable
by the industry to the people. Hence, that is
where Tickle.Life comes into play becoming the
global discovery platform where sexual well-being meets lifestyle. We work with hundreds of
sex positive organisations and while we do
that, we also do make it a point that the techni-
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This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We have and will always

continue to stick to our values
A d a m B r e e do n lo o ks ba ck o n f ive yea rs o f Go demich e
Monika Makarewicz and
Adam Breedon started
selling sex toys through
their online store in 2012.
But as time went on,
the products that they
got from their suppliers
simply didn’t seem to
cut it anymore, and the
two decided to create
their own products - by
hand. Five years ago, they
presented the first toy of
their new brand. Now, EAN
and Adam look back at half
a decade of Godemiche.

The founders of Godemiche: Adam
Breedon and Monika Makarewicz

Five years ago, you created your very first
product. Do you have fond memories of
that time?
Adam Breedon: We have so many great
memories of that time, but the moment
that really stands out was July 6th 2015
- the day Godemiche officially launched
after we had walked away from our
traditional day jobs and stepped into the
world of making sex toys as a career.

Have you ever regretted the decision to
try your luck with your own, self-made
products?
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Adam: No regrets at all! Of course,
there have been some decisions we
regret making but the flipside is, without
making those decisions and subsequent
mistakes, we wouldn’t have grown into
the business we are today.

Before you started producing colourful
handmade dildos in 2016, you sold
sex toys online. Why didn‘t you want to
continue selling other manufacturers‘
products?
Adam: In 2011 to early 2012, we started
ThatPosition because ‘Strap-on’ wasn’t
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even a category on Lovehoney. We started
to sell other manufactured products to help
people like us who were using strap-ons and
seeking help and advice. The decision to make
our own product stemmed from a real desire to
help people, and our vision of a more colourful
world wasn’t shared by the manufacturers we
purchased from. So now, here we are offering
product to customers in over 1.5 million unique
colour combinations!

Now, you have your own offices and are selling
your products worldwide. Looking back the
past five years, did you foresee this positive
development? Or have your expectations been
exceeded?
Adam: We never ‘expect’ anything; we have
our ideas and our goals to achieve that vision.
Sometimes, we achieve those goals faster than
we thought possible and other times, we have
to abandon those goals altogether. Expecting a
result or outcome is always a risky business, no
matter how educated or well executed the gut
feelings are that we go on.

What is the secret of your success? What are
the strengths that have enabled you to carve
out a niche in the market?
Adam: There are many reasons we continue to
grow - not believing we’re ‘successful’ is one
of them. We’ve yet to reach the pinnacle of
our abilities or what the business is capable of
achieving and we remind ourselves daily not to
be complacent. There is no one reason for our
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growth or strength that has carried us thought
the past five years. We have and will always
continue to stick to our values, even at the
expense of upsetting those that disagree. We
have a great team whom we communicate with
and care for, whom we help and who help us.
We listen to everyone, about everything, and
we make small or large adjustments to help
reach our goals when needed. We’re not afraid
to say no or make difficult decisions when we
need to. We are both very grounded and just
want to continue to help others.

One could interpret your concept as a
response to the mass production of sex toys.
How would you define Godemiche?

I N T E R V I E W

A more colourful world – that was the vision Adam and
Monika had when they created and launched their first
product five years ago

Adam: Being hybrid artisans, we make high
quality sex toys in beautiful bespoke colours
that no traditional manufacturer can offer.

Recently, you mentioned to the English press
that you more than doubled your turnover
during the corona crisis. So, did Godemiche
also benefit from the strong demand for sex
toys during lockdowns, quarantine, and social
distancing?
Adam: The press like to add their spin to things
to sell a story and while our business has
grown substantially due to the pandemic, giving
all the credit for our growth to that is a fallacy.
The past five years of content, our presence
on social media, our help and advice, our
efforts to optimise our website, to build a better
customer shopping experience, and to offer a
better customer service ... all of this has given
us results.
In the first 13 weeks of lockdown, as everything
around us was closing, we worked harder,
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“ W E MAKE HIGH QUAL ITY SE X TOY S IN

BE AUTIFUL BE SPOKE C OLOURS THAT N O

TRADITIONAL MANUFAC TURE R C AN OFF E R .”
ADAM BREEDON

But what comes after the corona crisis? Will
the sex toy market return to the old normal?
Or has the pandemic given our market a longterm boost?

All Godemiche
products are handmade

launching something new every week. When a
team of makers went from four to one,
we worked harder, 24 hours a day. We did
everything we could to be the very best we
could be and to offer the best service to our
customers. We did what we needed to do.

In your opinion, what are the reasons for
the increased interest in sex toys among
consumers right now?
Adam: Accessibility and acceptance. There are
so many different brands on so many different
platforms where sex toys are now available to
buy. Combine that with retailers like Etsy, ebay,
and even Sainsbury’s selling sex toys now. That
has made the industry easier to accept on a
mass market scale.
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Adam: For us, this is now our new ‘normal’, it’s
the way we have been doing business for over
a year now, and we’re adapting to the changes
we’re faced with. That adaptation becomes
our new ‘normal’.
What comes after the corona crisis is sure to
be another hurdle or global challenge that we
will overcome, build around or smash though
because that’s what we do.

What is next for Godemiche? What goals are
you going to tackle next?
Adam: Godemiche will continue to grow, our
product lines will continue to grow, our colour
collection will continue to grow, our customer
base will continue to grow.
Our vision will remain the same and we will be
one step closer to our goals.
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More consumers make it

a point to buy low-noise toys

Fr a n c e s c a Cirillo , co -f o under o f IO B A-To ys, ta lks sex to y no ise levels
Vibrators create a certain
level of noise. Well, duh.
But how much noise are
consumers willing to
tolerate before a toy is
deemed annoying? The
discussion about sex toy
noise levels has gone on
for quite some time, but
since the beginning of
the corona pandemic,
this discussion has
become much louder,
says Francesca Cirillo,
co-founder and head of
marketing at IOBA-Toys.
To address the issue, her
company has created
OhMyG, a new, whisperquiet toy. But as we learn
in our EAN interview,
OhMyG can do much more
than just be quiet.

The founders of
IOBA-Toys: Martin
Cirillo-Schmidt and
Francesca Cirillo

Has the corona pandemic reignited the discussion about the noise level of vibrators?
Francesca Cirillo: Absolutely. Due to
lockdowns and home office, people
spend a lot of time at home, and not
everybody is living by themselves. Many
people have kids at home since schools
and daycare centres were closed in many
countries. And let’s not forget people who
have flatmates or live with their family,
often room to room. So, loud, rattling or
humming sounds can be quite embarrassing. I mean, who wants their mother
or flatmate to know what you’re doing in
your room? And worse yet, imagine your
kids are sleeping across the hall, and the
noise wakes them up so they sneak over
to see what’s going on.
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Is the noise level an important factor
that consumers take into account
when they buy sex toys? How does
it rank on toy users‘ priority list
compared to design, materials or
functionality?
Francesca Cirillo: Sex toy noise
has been a big factor for years, and it
reached a whole new level of attention due to the pandemic. More and
more consumers make it a point to buy
low-noise toys. And not just because
they’re afraid someone might hear them.
Even if you live alone, even if there is no
lockdown, do you want a moment of
intimate pleasure – alone or with a partner
- to sound like you’re in the middle of a
construction site?
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How difficult is it to produce low-noise vibrators
on a purely technical level?

Are there already plans to create more toys
based on this technology?

Francesca Cirillo: Well, it is definitely a challenge. Vibration is always accompanied by
sound, therefore, we focused on finding a more
natural form of vaginal massage. You see, the
product we developed is not a regular vibrator.
That made it possible for us to circumvent the
noisy vibration problem.

Francesca Cirillo: Yes, there are a several
ideas in the pipeline. As a matter of fact, the
next product is already available for pre-order
in the United States. It will be named OhMyC,
and it is a whisper-quiet intimate massage toy
for the clitoris. Our plans are to have it ready for
the European market before the summer.

You created a new technology for OhMyG, dubbed Microbots. What can you tell us about that?

One thing that sticks out about OhMyG is that
it looks like a vibrator without actually being
one. Please, tell us more about how this toy
stimulates the user.

Francesca Cirillo: Well, it is not an army of tiny
robots programmed to pleasure the user with
their metal and rubber fingers. Somehow, that
still is the first thing many people think of when
they hear the term microbots. Our goal is to
create whisper-quiet toys, and we found that
the silent tap technology is a perfect fit for that.
This technology is usually used for 3D printers;
we are the only company to use it for sex toys
right now.

Could you just use the technology that already
existed or was there a lot of remodelling?
Francesca Cirillo: This technology has never
been used for sex toys before, so there were
definitely a lot of things that needed changing
and reinventing. It was particularly difficult to
combine the technology with the sleek, ergonomic design we were going for, after all, you
want your toy to look appealing and sexy.
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Francesca Cirillo: It is true, OhMyG can’t
vibrate. Instead, there is a soft pearl at the tip
that softly massages the G spot or the G zone,
imitating the movement of a finger, with various
speed settings. Vibration is an unnatural form
of stimulation, therefore it often results in hyperstimulation. We decided to take a more natural
approach. Moreover, OhMyG is usually better
suited to reach the G spot than a finger, so the
users don’t have to bend into uncomfortable
positions.

It seems that the traditional vibration technology is in the process of losing its leading position
in the market as air pressure waves, suction,
sound waves, and come-hither movements
become more popular.

I N T E R V I E W

“ SE X W IL L NE V E R GO

OUT OF STY L E , SO IT IS

PARTIC UL ARLY IMPORTANT
FOR THE SE X TOY

INDUSTRY TO PRE SE NT
NE W IDE AS.”
F R A N C E S C A C I R I L LO

The technology inside
OhMyG makes for
exceptionally quiet use

Francesca Cirillo: OhMyG has a slightly bent
C shape which makes it easier to reach the
G spot or the G zone. The G spot is more an
area than an actual spot, you know, and it is
hidden away behind the vaginal wall, so you
need something that is slightly curved to really
hit the spot.

Will we see more new stimulation technologies?
Francesca Cirillo: The sex toy market is going
through a transformation right now. Many
producers are trying to find better technologies
and new ways of using them. Sex will never go
out of style, so it is particularly important for the
sex toy industry to present new ideas.

What about the other selling points of OhMyG?
The bent shape is quite eye-catching ...
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Who is the target audience for OhMyG? What
does this group expect from a sex toy?
Francesca Cirillo: We didn’t focus on an individual target audience. Our goal is to encourage everybody with a vagina to masturbate, to
live out their sexuality, and to get to know their
body in a more intimate way. The mission of
our brand - and our products - is to inspire
people to adopt a more open,
more free approw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 2 1
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The soft pearl at the tip of OhMyG massages
the G spot or G zone with three different speeds

ach to sex and everything to do with it. Sex
toys have long since stopped being a taboo;
today, it’s more like a lifestyle.
OhMyG is the perfect toy for all those you prefer a smoother, slower experience and who feel
that vibrations can quickly become too intense.
It is also perfect for foreplay, and we definitely
see it becoming couples’ new best friend. The
expectations regarding sex toys vary widely.
Some people just want to achieve an orgasm
as quickly as possibly, but we feel that the
journey should be just as much of a reward as
the destination. So, OhMyG is definitely about
enjoying the experience. We have already received lots of positive feedback, indicating that
many people share this idea. That is a great
inspiration for us.

Where can retailers in Europe order OhMyG if
they want to add it to their range?
Francesca Cirillo: The European distributor
for OhMyG is EDC Wholesale – who will also
distribute OhMyC when that toy launches. Of
course, you can also go to our website.
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In ten years‘ time, Marie Aoyama may well be running her own bed &
breakfast, but for the time being, she remains in charge of marketing
and communications at TENGA, working to normalise the conversation
about masturbation. In our conversation for this Monthly Mayhem, we
come across Sailor Moon, Leonardo DiCaprio, and eyebrows also play
an important role.
How many hurdles still need to be
tackled before we can have an open
conversation about masturbation?
Marie Aoyama: I believe that Western
societies are on a good path already,
as conversations around masturbation have become much more
open and socially acceptable during
the past few years. That being said,
I personally feel that sex education
at schools and the way mainstream
media shows this topic play a big
role in further opening up the
conversation. We need more fun
yet educational series like Netflix’
‚Sex Education‘!

If you weren’t in this industry, what
would you be doing now?
Marie Aoyama: Seriously, I
don’t know…

What was the biggest step in your
career?
Marie Aoyama: Filling out THIS
questionnaire!

Where do you see yourself in 10
years’ time?
Marie Aoyama: I’d love to own a nice
little B&B one day.

What was your childhood ambition?
Marie Aoyama: To become Sailor Moon
– the Red one.

How did you get into the industry?
Marie Aoyama: By a friend’s
recommendation.
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How do you envision the future of the
industry?
Marie Aoyama: I believe that more
players will enter the market and
transform it even more into an industry
providing wellness and lifestyle solutions
for everybody to enjoy.
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Marie Aoyama
Que sti ons & A nsw e r s
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Marie Aoyama: Good vibes amongst
colleagues and a nice mix of desk work and
in-person meetings.

career after having 2 kids and accomplishing
the sheer impossible mission of finding a
kindergarten slot!

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Marie Aoyama: My teeth and my smile ☺

How do you relax after work?
Marie Aoyama: Poppin’ a cold one with
my hubs!

Who would you consider your role model and why?
Marie Aoyama: A self-proclaimed ‚pleasure
expert and pussy whisperer‘ called Elena,
who I’ve been following on social media for
a few years now. Through her postings, she
always reminds me to slow down, find pleasure
in everyday life, and enjoy the ‚beauty of
boredom‘ – something that doesn’t come easy
for me, as someone who is used to distract
myself from boredom with strong stimuli.

Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Marie Aoyama: My husband for going
through PMS with me every month!

“ NE V E R PL UC K

YOUR E Y E BROW S.”
M A R I E A OYA M A

Which vice could you never forgive?
Marie Aoyama: Slurping pasta.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Marie Aoyama: Recently, my sons and I are
into the intro of ‚Paw Patrol‘.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Marie Aoyama: Hmm, Donald Trump…?

Which personal success are you proud of?
With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?

Marie Aoyama: Finding my way back to a
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M A Y H E M

“ I B E L I E V E TH AT W E S T E R N S O C I E TI E S A R E O N A G O O D PATH A L R E A DY,

A S C O N V E R S ATI O N S A R O U N D M A S T U R B ATI O N H AV E B E C O M E M U C H M O R E O P E N
A N D S O C I A L LY A C C E PTA B L E D U R I N G TH E PA S T F E W Y E A R S . “
M A R I E A OYA M A

Marie Aoyama: Leonardo DiCaprio from
1997, Titanic.

Is there anything you would never do again?
Marie Aoyama: Plucking my eyebrows…

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Marie Aoyama: I’d love to check out
North Africa!

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Marie Aoyama: NEVER pluck your eyebrows.

Which three things would you take with you
to a deserted island?
Marie Aoyama: A cook (food), a poet or
singer (electricity-free entertainment) and a
lover (sex).

If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?
Marie Aoyama: I’d love to go back in time
and see/experience people’s lives in medieval
Europe. So, swapping a day with a milkmaid
from 500 years ago maybe?
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